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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Colonel James Kyle could do little more than watch in

horror as the navy RH-53D Sea Stallion helicopter piloted

by marine Major James Schaefer lifted from the desert floor

and slowly drifted into the C-130 transport idling nearby.

Members of the United States Army’s elite Delta Force anti-

terrorism unit streamed frantically out of the side of the

plane as flaming chunks of metal lanced through the early

morning sky.  As the two crafts exploded and erupted into

flames, debris showered the other helicopters in the area,

sending their crew members scrambling for safety as well.

Schaefer, his co-pilot, and two airmen barely escaped from

the wreckage, but eight of their compatriots died in the

incident, their bodies left amidst the hulk of twisted

metal in a patch of Iranian desert code-named “Desert One.”

The fiasco at Desert One in April 1980 was the result of

the failure of Operation Eagle Claw, the attempted rescue

by an ad hoc American military task force of the fifty-

three Americans taken hostage from the U.S. Embassy in

Tehran by Iranian “students” five months earlier.  For

many, Desert One was symbolic of the deteriorated
condition of the armed forces in the post-Vietnam era.



Critics charged that the disaster had resulted from a

military that had plummeted in size, quality, and soldier

conduct since the withdrawal from Southeast Asia and the

inauguration of the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) in 1973.1

Many had issued words of caution as to the weakened

state and limited capabilities of the United States

military previous to the incident.  Army Chief of Staff

General Edward C. “Shy” Meyer had voiced his concern over

the condition of the army just two months prior to the

tragedy at Desert One.  Meyer’s February 1980 White Paper

lamented the deterioration of the army, describing it as

“hollow,” and charging that since the cessation of the

draft and the creation of the AVF the army had been unable

to recruit or retain sufficient manpower.  The problem was

exacerbated by the army’s need to ensure that the forward-

deployed units in Europe, Korea, and Panama were

sufficiently manned to meet the United States’ Cold War

commitments.  Those units were given priority in respect to

manpower allocation, leaving many other units under

strength.  The result was that six of the army’s ten
1 Otto Kreisher, “Desert One: The mission was to rescue the

hostages held in Iran, but it ended in disaster,” Air Force Magazine
82, no. 1 (1999), http://www.afa.org/magazine/0199desertone.html (23

November 1999); Arthur T. Hadley, The Straw Giant: Triumph and Failure:

America’s Armed Forces (New York: Random House, 1986), 9.



divisions, the majority of them in the Continental United

States (CONUS), were well below full-strength and suffering

from terrible shortages of noncommissioned officers (NCOs)

to train them.  In addition, Meyer expressed his concerns

with regards to the quality of the soldiers that were

wearing the army uniform.  He chastised the army and

declared that bad living conditions and low pay were

deterring young Americans from service and driving many

soldiers into the civilian market.2  Perhaps the only thing

more striking than the frankness and candor with which

Meyer spoke in his White Paper was the magnitude of his

negative assessment of the army.  Was the post-Vietnam army

indeed “hollow,” as Shy Meyer charged?
The search for an answer to such a question is indeed

a worthwhile endeavor, as illustrated by recent events.

Just as it was during the presidential contest between

Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan in 1980, military readiness

was a major issue during the 2000 presidential election

campaign.  As Reagan had before him, Republican Texas

2 General Edward C. Meyer, E. C. Meyer: General, United States

Army, Chief of Staff, June 1979-June 1983 (Washington, D.C.: United
States Department of the Army, 1983), 146, 160; General Edward C.
Meyer, U.S. Army, Retired, interview by Lieutenant Colonel Keith M.
Nightingale, transcript, 20 November 1987, U.S. Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, 390-391, 462.



Governor George W. Bush charged the current administration

with having abrogated its responsibilities to the union’s

military, driving down morale and readiness in the process.

In return, Vice President Albert Gore, Jr. denied Bush’s

charges and insisted, as had Carter, that the American

military stood ready to successfully meet any threat to the

United States’ security or interests.3  Whether the charge

is made by a presidential candidate or the army Chief of

Staff the issue of military readiness is one of great

import.  It is imperative, therefore, that there be a

reference point from history against which to gauge issues

of the present.  We must be able to accurately examine the

past in order that, in the manner of George Santayana, we

may learn from it and refrain from repeating those same

mistakes again, or, barring that, be able to replicate the

manner in which those mistakes were corrected.  If an
3 Rowan Scarborough, “Report Criticizes Army’s Readiness,”

Washington Times on the Web, 2 October 2000,
http://208.246.212.80/national/default-2000102222843.htm (2 October
2000); Center for Military Readiness, “Military in Decline: Doing More

With Less,” Newsmax.com, 26 September 2000,
http://www.newsmax.com/articles/?a=2000/9/25/210311 (26 September
2000); Trace Gallagher, “U.S. Military Ready for New Missions—But is It

Ready for War?” Foxnews.com, 2 October 2000,
http://www.foxnews.com/national/092900/military_fnc.sml (3 October
2000).



evaluation of Meyer’s assessments of the state of the army

in 1980 prove that he was correct, then perhaps the methods

applied in correcting the situation throughout the

following decade could be replicated, should the army again

find itself in such a state of disrepair as it did during

the 1970s.
The study of the United States Army has filled

countless volumes throughout the years, yet the majority of

comprehensive studies have ventured little farther than its

experiences in the jungles of Southeast Asia.  Perhaps

foremost among such works is Russell F. Weigley’s History

of the United States Army.  Weigley’s work provides an

exhaustive study of the army from its inception and infancy

during the War of Independence through its struggle for an

identity and permanence upon the American landscape and

service in times of war.  However, Weigley’s volume ends

before the period within the scope of this study, with the

army in the throes of combat in Vietnam.  Nor does Allan

Millett and Peter Maslowski’s exhaustive military history

of the United States, For the Common Defense, provide a

detailed examination of the post-Vietnam army, mentioning

it only briefly in the closing pages of their work.  To be

sure, there are several studies that focus upon specific

time periods of the army, yet there still remains a



prominent lack of an encompassing work focusing exclusively

upon the army of the 1970s.  Examples of such works include

Edward M. Coffman’s Old Army, which emphasizes the army’s

history through its days on the frontier, and Brian M.

Linn’s Guardians of Empire, a treatment of the army’s

Pacific forces prior to the outbreak of World War II.
When the post-Vietnam army itself has been the subject

of a scholarly work it has, more often than not, been

examined in a somewhat narrow context.  There is a

conspicuous absence of synthesis.  Rather, several studies

examine one or two attributes of the Hollow Army only,

providing a rather myopic or incomplete understanding.

During the late 1970s several snapshot studies were

undertaken (many sponsored by the United States Government)

and numerous symposia held in efforts to assess the

progress, if any, of the all-volunteer experiment begun in

1973. Unfortunately, the examinations and discussions

focused primarily on one or two aspects of the army and the

AVF’s progress, such as the decline in soldier standards or

the growing recruiting and retention deficits.  For

example, the Comptroller General submitted several reports

to the United States Congress, each addressing a different

aspect of the new army such as recruiting, aptitude, and

costs with no fusion of the findings.  The All-Volunteer



Force After a Decade, an amalgam of presentations given by

a variety of contributors during a United States Naval

Academy conference, offers several points of view upon only

a couple of aspects of the volunteer military of that time,

primarily focusing upon manpower issues among the several

services.  Likewise, the RAND Corporation’s Richard V. L.

Cooper’s testimony before the Senate Armed Service

Committee in March of 1977 covers several attributes of the

early AVF’s existence but is striking in its brevity,

offering only a cursory examination of the issues and no

real insight.
The army’s command structure, poor leadership, and

reluctance to reform itself were the foci of Arthur T.

Hadley’s The Straw Giant and R. Gabriel and P. Savage’s

Crisis in Command, and Shy Meyer addresses the topic again

in Who Will Lead? (a series of papers in one volume).

These works, however, are more concerned with urging or

advancing a specific agenda than providing a balanced

treatment.  Of course, virtually every attribute imaginable

was celebrated or lamented by the men and women in uniform

at the time in question in the various contemporary army/

military publications, such as Military Review, Army Times,

Armed Forces and Society, and Army Magazine.  But again,

these accusations are isolated accounts among numerous



sources discussing a large array of issues relating to the

post-Vietnam army at different times, rather than one work.
Although it is well understood that events do not

occur in a vacuum, this study will not be one of

comparative history, per se.  Using Meyer’s 1980 White

Paper as a genesis, this study will examine the Hollow Army

of the 1970s by discussing the complaints made against it

by pundits, government officials, and soldiers themselves

and testing those assertions against the evidence to

establish their validity. These allegations are prevalent

in the several military journals such as the Association of

the United States Army’s Army magazine, Recruiter Journal,

Military Review, and Army Times, contemporary periodicals

and newspapers, and writings of former military officers.

General Colin Powell’s My American Journey and H. Norman

Schwarzkopf’s It Doesn’t Take a Hero provide valuable

insight into the army from the perspective of career

officers who served in Vietnam and witnessed first hand the

decay that followed and of which Meyer spoke.  The foremost

source to be utilized is the Department of the Army’s own

annual historical summaries for fiscal years 1972 through

1980.  Although any information gleaned from the army’s

reports should be tempered with a healthy dose of

skepticism, these reviews offer an invaluable source of



information.  For not only do they furnish the hard numbers

and provide insight into the army’s motives for various

programs and actions, they allow a window into the way in

which the army both perceived and, often deluded itself in

relation to, the results of those programs.  In addition,

the commentary that accompanies the army’s reports often

belies what the findings actually tell us about the army’s

performance.  That alone speaks volumes about why the army

was in the condition in which it found itself in 1980.

Through utilization of such sources, this study will

identify specific criticisms of the post-Vietnam army and

determine their soundness, thus justifying Meyer’s “hollow”

label.

The second chapter will focus upon the crux of Meyer’s

White Paper, the manpower crisis that plagued the army

throughout the 1970s and virtually crippled it by 1980. It

will examine the calls for (and warnings against) the end

of conscription and the inception of the all-volunteer

concept in 1973.  It will study the impact of the All-

Volunteer Force upon manpower and recruiting as well as

discuss how the concurrent decline in the number of

civilian employees seriously hampered the army and forced

it to shift scarce manpower away from critical areas in

order to meet basic army needs.



The third chapter will look beyond the recruiting

shortfalls and civilian employee deficits and toward the

issues of retention.  It will demonstrate that a large part

of the reason that the army suffered through increasing

difficulty in regards to retention during the decade was

due to the poor quality of life it afforded its soldiers.

The chapter will examine several aspects of the typical

soldier’s life including housing conditions, pay, and

benefits and argue that the army’s problems in these areas

drove many soldiers out of the service. 

The next chapter will discuss soldier quality in the

post-Vietnam army.  Numerous critics of the volunteer

concept predicted that the end of the draft would result in

a marked deterioration in the mental and moral quality of

the men and women entering the service.  The chapter will

examine the controversy over the miscalibration (as the

army termed it) of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB) examination which resulted in the

enlistment of thousands of mentally unqualified personnel

and the miscategorizing of thousands of others.

The final chapter will examine the issues of troop

conduct, or behavior. It will consider discipline reports,

courts-martial, incidents of desertion and soldiers who

were absent without leave (AWOL), and the prevalence of



alcohol abuse and drug use among the soldiery.

Additionally, the chapter will look at the manner in which

the army treated the issue of discipline among its troops,

such as actions taken against problem soldiers and steps

taken to lessen or eradicate the prevalence of disciplinary

problems among the soldiery.  

This thesis is the first attempt to evaluate Shy

Meyer’s charges of a “Hollow Army” in 1980.  It will argue

that Meyer’s assessments were in fact quite accurate, and

perhaps understated.  Although Meyer was primarily

concerned with the manpower deficiencies that had been

experienced within the post-Vietnam army, this study will

demonstrate that the army was in quite poor condition in

various other areas as well.



CHAPTER II

MANPOWER AND RECRUITING
According to Carl von Clausewitz in his magnum opus On

War, when nations make war, a “center of gravity, a center

of power and movement” develops from among the “overruling

relations” and frenzied efforts of either side.  Once the

enemy’s center of gravity is identified, it should be moved

against with haste and with all of one’s resources.

History has shown a nation’s army to be its center of

gravity more often than not and it is with the survival of

that army that its hopes of success rise or fall.  In

addition, Clausewitz goes to great lengths in his military

treatise to explain that a nominal army is insufficient;

rather, a fighting force in superior numbers to that of

one’s enemy is “the most general principle in victory” and

the “most important factor in the result of a combat.”

This becomes increasingly important when, as was the case

during the time of this study, opposing sides begin to

reach a certain degree of equity in quality of arms and

training.  It is therefore the “fundamental ideal” that a

nation must maintain a strong army with sufficient numbers

for battle.4 
4 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, ed. and trans. Michael Howard and

Peter Paret. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 194, 197,



Maintaining sufficient numbers of soldiers within the

U.S. Army was of primary concern to Shy Meyer when he wrote

his White Paper—and the army’s inability to accomplish such

was the focus of Meyer’s criticism.  In fact, “manning the

total force,” according to Meyer, was “the major challenge”

facing the army, which was “short in the Active Component,

short in the National Guard, short in the Army Reserve, and

short in all areas of trained military manpower.”5  In

fiscal year 1979 alone the army fell short of its

authorized strength by more than fifteen thousand soldiers.6

Meyer was extremely concerned that the declining

numbers in the army’s recruiting and retention efforts

would cripple its ability to meet its missions of

reinforcement of the United States’ North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) allies and maintenance of forward-

deployed forces in Europe, South Korea, Panama, and Alaska.

In order to ensure that the army’s overseas units, which

would be the first to engage the forces of the Warsaw Pact

in the event of war, were fully manned and in a “D-Day

posture,” units within the Continental United States
282, 595-596.

5 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 85.
6 Edith M. Boldan, ed., Department of the Army Annual Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1979 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military
History, 1982), 48.



(CONUS) were forced to operate short of authorized strength

by as many as three out of ten soldiers.7  Meyer also

lamented the reduction in the army’s civilian workforce,

which performed three-fourths of the essential tasks needed

to operate the army’s bases.  Readiness had been

compromised due to budget cuts that had forced the army to

divert over one division’s worth of soldiers to the tasks

that were normally performed by civilians.8

The result of the shortfall in recruiting and

retention, the need to maintain forward deployed forces at

full combat strength, and the reduction in civilian workers

was at the very heart of what Meyer termed the “hollow”

army.9  He pointed to the end of the draft and the

introduction of the All-Volunteer Force as the principal

reason for the army’s manpower maladies.  Prior to 1973 the

army “had been dependent upon the draft for the bulk of its

enlisted force,” but the “all-volunteer concept meant

[that] the Army had to send its recruiters into the

marketplace to attract recruits with higher pay and greater

benefits.”10  The result was that the army did not have the
7 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 106.
8 Ibid., 56, 62, 85, 106, 176.
9 Ibid., 174.
10 Edward C. Meyer, R. Manning Ancell and Jane Mahaffey, Who Will

Lead?: Senior Leadership in the United States Army (Westport, CT:



“reservoir of trained military manpower” necessary to meet

its missions.11  In fact, recruiting adequate numbers of

qualified enlistees had become so difficult by the time

Meyer became Chief of Staff in 1979 that he believed a

return to conscription would be necessary to remedy the

situation.12  Others within the military establishment and

government called for peacetime registration in order to

“ameliorate the manpower problem,” while more than half of

Americans surveyed favored a return to the draft.13

But was the once powerful and feared United States

Army just a paper tiger by 1980?  Was it the case, as Meyer

asserted, that the death of the draft and the introduction

of the All-Volunteer concept indeed bankrupted the manpower

pool, resulting in a hollow force?  This chapter will

examine Meyer’s assessment in an effort to determine the

answers to these questions.  This will be accomplished

through looking at the inception of the All-Volunteer Force

Praeger, 1995), 153.
11 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 159-160.
12 Ibid., 162.
13 Orr Kelly, “How Prepared is U.S.?” U.S. News & World Report 88,

no. 5 (1980): 24.  “Pro and Con: Should U.S. Revive the Draft?” U.S.

News & World Report 88, no. 5 (1980): 37; “New York Times/ CBS News

Poll: Democrats and Republicans on the Issues,” New York Times, 20
February 1980, A18. 



and the resultant effects upon the army’s manpower. 

Meyer’s disappointing appraisal of the post-Vietnam

army’s manpower seemed to come as a surprise to many both

within and without the defense establishment.  But

historically, the army has always decreased in size (in

varying degrees) during times of peace.  Soldiers shed

their uniforms and re-entered civilian life while society

as a whole replaced its dependency upon and deference to

the military with a benign neglect until the next threat

arose, relegating the army to a somewhat anemic existence.

The American people’s fear of a standing army engendered by

their treatment at the hands of the British regulars led to

the transformation of Washington’s Continental Army into

little more than a frontier constabulary after the American

Revolution.  The army essentially remained a token force

through the mid-20th Century, expanding to any considerable

size only when the dogs of war began to howl. That the

years immediately following the excruciatingly protracted,

costly (in both blood and treasure), and ultimately

unpopular war in Southeast Asia should be any different

belied the army’s experience.14

14 For a general overview of the history of the U.S. Army, see

Allan R. Millett and Peter Maslowski, For the Common Defense: A

Military History of the United States of America (New York: The Free

Press, 1984) and Russell F. Weigley, History of the United States Army



Radical peacetime demobilization was thus not the

exception, but the rule with the United States Army.  Shy

Meyer could, therefore, have expected the lean years

following the Vietnamization of the war and the withdrawal

of American troops in 1973.  However, the end of

conscription added a degree of uncertainty; would the army

be able to meet both its international obligations and its

mission of defending the nation without the draft ensuring

that it maintained adequate strength?  The army leadership

was loathe to accept an end to the certainty that

conscription brought, while the public was adamant that

compulsory service during peacetime be ended.      

It was somewhat ironic that the debate over ending the

peacetime draft and returning to an all-volunteer military

began to unfold in earnest in the mid-1960s.  To many, the

fear that the United States Army would be unable to meet

its commitment to defend the nation’s borders (along with

overseas commitments) without conscription seemed at odds

with the nation’s history.  With few exceptions, America’s

military had relied upon volunteerism to fill its ranks

(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1967).  Edward M. Coffman, The Old

Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1986) provides a detailed account of the
state of the army during peacetime from the early years of the republic
until the Spanish-American War.



during peacetime and resorted to conscription only during

times of war—and in those situations the draft was accepted

begrudgingly.  Americans had always displayed an intense

aversion to forced military service.

Under British imperial rule, the American colonies

relied primarily upon the militia for protection against

attacks by Indians or the French and Washington’s

Continental Army relied entirely upon volunteers during the

early days of the Revolution.  Conscription legislation was

enacted only when absolute necessity dictated such in the

dark days of the struggle, and the states which did such

provided numerous loopholes allowing those who wished not

to serve to avoid service.  The majority of those who were

unfortunate enough to be drafted were able to hire

substitutes to fight in their stead throughout the length

of the war.  The various conscription acts were allowed to

lapse following the conclusion of the war and failed to

resurface even when the United States found themselves once

again warring with Great Britain in 1812 and Mexico in

1846.  It was not until the days of the high casualties

during the Civil War nearly a century later that

conscription acts were again (begrudgingly) passed,

initially by the Confederacy and subsequently by the Union.

The American people’s antipathy towards the conscription



legislation manifested itself in several draft riots, with

one of the worst occurring in New York City.

The first peacetime draft legislation was passed by

Congress in 1940 in anticipation of American involvement in

World War II, but proved essentially unnecessary as

volunteers streamed into uniform in massive numbers.  It

was not until the end of World War II and the onset of the

Cold War that the first permanent peacetime draft in United

States history was authorized.  The expansive nature of the

Soviet Union and its satellites, which posed both a

political and an ideological threat to the United States

and their allies, forged “a consensus [within the United

States government] that the nation was faced with an

imminent threat to its security.”15  The volatile nature of

the new world order served to override any apprehensions

the American public may have had in regards to peacetime

conscription.16  

15 David Landau, “Civil Liberties, National Security, and the

Draft,” in Registration and the Draft: Proceedings of the Hoover-

Rochester Conference on the All-Volunteer Force, ed. Martin Anderson
(Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution Press, 1982), 62.

16 Millett and Maslowski, Common Defense, 41-42; James Kirby

Martin and Mark Edward Lender, A Respectable Army: The Military Origins

of the Republic, 1763-1789 (Arlington Heights, Ill.: Harlan Davidson,

Inc., 1982), 93-94; Harry A. Marmion, The Case Against the Volunteer



However, over time the U.S. citizenry again began to

question the system of conscription.  One area of

contention was with the draft system itself and the

perceived inequity with which it pulled young men out of

society and put them in uniform.  According to some, the

draft was not only “inefficient but by its patent

unfairness [it had] done the nation great harm.”17  There

are two primary aspects to discuss in relation to the

equity (or lack thereof) in the draft: the burden and the

selectivity of conscription.  Both of these aspects

amounted to what has been described as the conscription

“tax.”  The draftee paid a negative tax inasmuch as he was

forced to forego better pay in the civilian market and a

positive tax in regards to the rigors of military life.

But the real inequity lie in the fact that the conscription

tax was one that not all 18-year-olds had to pay—only those

unfortunate enough to be drafted.18

Army (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1971), 22-23; Common Defense, 196-198,
201-202; Philip Bobbitt, “National Service: Unwise or

Unconstitutional?” in Registration and the Draft, 307; Common Defense,
396.

17 George Walton, The Tarnished Shield: A Report on Today’s Army
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1973), 127.

18 Frank Shaffery and Kathleen Welker, “Recruiting the All-

Volunteer Army,” Recruiter Journal, July 1998, 6.



With the supply of manpower exceeding the demand,

liberal deferments and exemptions were offered in order to

reduce the draft pool.  Initially, these included

deferments for hardship or college attendance, but

eventually expanded to include a broadened definition of

hardship, post-graduate study, and deferments for marriage

and fatherhood. Service in the Army Reserve or National

Guard also provided young men with an alternative to the

conscription tax; one survey revealed that 63 percent of

young Guardsmen acknowledged that they had volunteered

because service in the Guard “offered [the] least

interference with personal plans.”19

Critics of the draft argued that the middle- and

upper-classes were able to take advantage of the

deferments, thus leaving the poor, the uneducated, and

minorities to answer the call.  They cited studies that

suggested a higher proportion of draftees were low-income

blacks unable to take advantage of the college deferments

or to enlist in the Reserves or National Guard.20  Other

studies contradicted these findings.  The important fact is
19 Richard V. L. Cooper, “Military Manpower Procurement: Equity,

Efficiency, and National Security,” in Anderson, Registration and the

Draft, 361.  Walton, Tarnished Shield, 156.
20 Cooper, “Military Manpower,” in Anderson, Registration and the

Draft, 362-363.



that there was, at least, a perceived inequity to

conscription that led to a groundswell of draft

opposition.21 
Opposition to the war in Vietnam was a pervasive

reason for the call to end conscription.  Beginning in

1965, the year the American military began to officially

participate in combat operations in Vietnam, draft

protests, especially among university students, began to

grow in number and intensity. Government leaders were

eventually forced to take opposition to the war and the

draft seriously.  The pressure persuaded President Lyndon
21 There is a myriad of reports and studies that examine the

participation of the poor, uneducated, and minority draftees in the
armed forces since the 1948 Draft Act.  It is Richard V. L. Cooper’s
position in his testimony before the Senate Armed Service Committee,

The All-Volunteer Force: Statement Before the Senate Armed Services

Committee, Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel, (Santa Monica,
Calif.: RAND Corporation, 1977) that the aforementioned were, in fact,
drafted and served disproportionately to their numbers in society.

However, the findings in Sue E. Berryman, Who Serves?: The Persistent

Myth of the Underclass Army (Boulder, CO.: Westview Press, 1988) are at
direct odds with Cooper’s.  The recent study by B. G. Burkett and

Glenna Whitley, Stolen Valor: How the Vietnam Generation Was Robbed of

its Heroes and its History (Dallas: Verity Press, 1998) also takes
issue with Cooper’s findings.  The authors assert that well-educated,
middle- and upper-class whites served in large numbers which increased
as the war in Vietnam escalated.



Johnson to decline to run for re-election in 1968 and

protestors disrupted the Democratic National Convention in

Chicago later that year.  The pressure to end the war and

the draft was so widespread and intense that it led

Republican presidential candidate Richard Nixon to question

“permanent conscription in a free society” and vow that, if

elected president, he would end the draft.22  Acknowledging

the “unfairness of [the] system” in which some were forced

to spend two years of their lives in the nation’s defense,

while others were not, and the “huge hidden tax” placed

upon draftees, Nixon promised to look for new ways to meet

the military’s manpower needs so that the nation could

“prepare for the day when the draft [could] be phased out

of American life.”23  True to his word, Nixon ended

conscription in 1973, effectively “punching the wind out of

the antiwar movement.”24  But the death of the draft was not

achieved without a spirited debate over the merits and

feasibility of an all-volunteer armed force.
Those who opposed the concept of an army reliant

solely upon volunteerism did so for several reasons.  They
22 Richard M. Nixon, “The All-Volunteer Armed Force,” an address

given over the CBS Radio Network, Thursday, October 17, 1968.
23 Ibid.
24 Adam Garfinkle, Telltale Hearts: The Origins and Impact of the

Vietnam Antiwar Movement (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1995), 190.



believed an all-volunteer force would be cost prohibitive—

that the pay increases that would be necessary to entice

recruits away from the civilian workforce would “be more

than the nation could, or would, bear.”25  Others, such as

former President Dwight Eisenhower, feared that the

“absence of any functionary draft machinery” would leave

the nation unable to quickly procure the large number of

men necessary in times of crisis.26  Critics charged that an

all-volunteer army would be a mercenary force, that the

poor and minority members of society would bear the lion’s

share of the responsibility, that it would represent an

abandonment of the faith in the people’s ability to rally

in times of emergency, and that a military sub-culture

would develop in a military that would become increasingly

isolated from society.27

President Nixon wasted little time in addressing these

concerns in his effort to fulfill his campaign promise to

end the draft.  Just two months following his inauguration

as President, Nixon assembled a commission tasked with

developing “a comprehensive plan for eliminating

conscription and moving toward an all-volunteer armed
25 Marmion, Case Against, 34.
26 Walton, Tarnished Shield, 183.
27 Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 9;

Marmion, Case Against, 29-34.



force.”28  The President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer

Armed Force was chaired by a former Secretary of Defense,

Thomas Gates.  Included in the Gates Commission were a

former congressman, business leaders, university presidents

and professors, military officers, a law student, and the

executive director of the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People.  The diversity within the

commission “was clearly intended to generate assurance that

the popular political decision to end the draft was

reasonably based.”29  After nearly one year of

investigation, the Commission submitted its findings to

President Nixon.  
The Gates Commission determined that the nation’s

interests would be “better served by an all-volunteer

force, supported by an effective stand-by draft” and that

such a transition should be undertaken promptly.30  It found

that the “costs of conscription” to be borne by the

citizenry were not only burdensome, but they were

unnecessary because “an alternative consistent with our

28 Nixon, “The All-Volunteer Armed Force.”
29 Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 6.
30 President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force, Report

of the President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970), 6.



basic national values” was available.31  The Commission

offered three recommendations to facilitate the transition

from conscription: increase basic pay and compensation for

personnel in their first two years of service; improve the

non-monetary standards of living within the military and

the resources, incentives, and rewards for recruiters; and

establish a “standby draft system by June 30, 1971 to be

activated by joint resolution of Congress upon request of

the President.”32

Not surprisingly, Nixon concurred with his

commission’s recommendations and ordered that they be put

into practice.  Acting at the President’s direction,

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird supervised the

implementation of the “Modern Volunteer Army Program”

(MVA), which was “aimed at strengthening professionalism,

enhancing Army life and developing a modern accession

system.”33  Laird directed that all-volunteer recruiting

should begin on 1 July 1973 and the last man was drafted in

December 1972.34 
In the second half of fiscal year 1971, the army

initiated Project VOLAR at Forts Ord, Benning, Bragg, and
31 Ibid., 10.
32 Ibid., 83.
33 Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 5.
34 Ibid.



Carson.  The purpose of VOLAR was to introduce, test, and

evaluate “actions directed toward developing

professionalism, identification with the Army, and greater

job satisfaction among officers and enlisted men” and to

“remove unnecessary sources of irritation and

dissatisfaction” among the soldiers.35  Through Project

VOLAR the army instituted several changes in the training

programs in an effort to increase effectiveness and

attractiveness with future volunteer recruits.  Training

was limited to a five-day workweek, beer was allowed in the

barracks, uniform and hygiene requirements were relaxed,

and a more liberal leave policy was enacted.  Although many

of the changes were abandoned due to poor results or

indifference, the army did learn several ways in which to

improve army training and living conditions.  A post-study

analysis indicated that the army’s new approach to training

“improved the soldier’s attitude toward the Army and

increased re-enlistments, especially among the enlisted

group with less than two years of service.36  On balance,
35 Lieutenant General Harold G. Moore and Lieutenant Colonel Jeff

M. Tuten, Building a Volunteer Army: The Fort Ord Contribution
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Army, 1975), 51-52.

36 William Gardner Bell and Karl E. Cocke, ed., Department of the

Army Historical Summary: Fiscal Year 1973 (Washington D.C.: Center of
Military History, 1977), 61.



however, Project VOLAR was performed on too small a scale

and did little to prepare the army for its transition to

the All-Volunteer Force.37  This lack of preparation would

come back to haunt the army in the years to come. 
With the end of the draft, the army was suddenly faced

with the possibility of a personnel shortage—something with

which it had not had to deal since 1947.  Unlike the other

services, which had traditionally met their recruiting

goals, the army had relied heavily upon conscription to

meet its enormous manpower requirements since 1940.  The

draft had given the army the luxury of meeting its goals

and requirements every year without exception. However, the

“all-volunteer concept meant that the Army had to send its

recruiters into the marketplace to attract recruits.”38

Because of this, the army had not placed a high priority

upon recruiting for decades.  However, without the benefit

of coercion that accompanied conscription, the army

suddenly had to shift its priorities.  Accordingly, during

fiscal year 1972, in preparation for the 1 July 1973

deadline for ending the draft, the army substantially

increased its number of recruiters and recruiting stations,

developed “attractive enlistment options,” and mounted an

37 Walton, Tarnished Shield, 185-186.
38 Meyer, Ancell, and Mahaffey, Who Will Lead?, 153.



extensive print advertising campaign in an effort to

attract volunteers.  The new emphasis initially appeared

successful as enlistments of males and true volunteers

(those enlisting regardless of the draft) for the fiscal

year increased substantially.  However, overall end

strength still fell 36,300 personnel short of the targeted

774,600.39

  The army was encouraged by the limited success it

enjoyed during the first few years of the Modern Volunteer

Army program.  Recruiting figures in 1973 rebounded

considerably from the dismal low of the previous year, but

the army’s manpower deficit still reached 13,085 personnel

during that initial “learning process.”40  When recruiting

fell short of targeted numbers in the first quarter of

fiscal year 1974 by some 12,200 personnel, the United

States Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) took the lion’s

share of the blame.  Recruiting duty was neither a popular

nor a career-enhancing post and it had not, therefore,

inspired a great deal of enthusiasm among recruiters.  In
39 William Gardner Bell, ed., Department of the Army Annual

Historical Summary: Fiscal Year 1972 (Washington, D.C.: Center of
Military History, 1974), 58-59.

40 Lt. Gen. Eugene P. Forrester, “After 5 Years, Jury Still Out:

The All-Volunteer Army: An Update,” Army (December 1978): 11-12; Bell,

Historical Summary 1973, 59-61.



order to increase positive results USAREC dismissed several

unqualified or unmotivated recruiters (which initially

resulted in a shortage of approximately 1,000) and replaced

them with “capable” volunteers drawn through added

incentives.  These reforms aided in a reversal of the

recruiting trend for the year and enabled the army to meet

manpower requirements.41 
As a result, the army became unwarrantedly optimistic

about the transition to an all-volunteer force.  Through

fiscal year 1975, the army had, by and large, met its

recruiting goals and cut its attrition rates sufficiently

to meet end strength requirements. In his testimony before

the Senate Armed Services Committee in 1977, The RAND

Corporation’s Richard V. L. Cooper spoke optimistically

about what he thought the early years of the AVF seemed to

indicate about its future.  Cooper stated unequivocally

that the recruiting shortfalls suffered by the army during

the first three years of the AVF were more a result of a

shortage of recruiters in the field rather than an

indication of long run recruiting difficulties that could

be expected without the draft.  All future indicators of

41 Cocke, Karl E., Department of the Army Annual Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1974 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military
History, 1978), 51.



manpower, at least as far as Cooper was concerned, pointed

towards success.42 
Beginning in fiscal year 1976, external forces

undermined the army’s early successes.  The improving

economy provided more attractive employment alternatives,

the army reduced recruiting resources (the advertising

budget alone was cut by one-third), and the Vietnam Era GI

Bill was discontinued.  The army had hoped that the

Veterans Education Assistance Program (VEAP) that had

replaced the GI Bill in January 1977 would prove to be an

attractive incentive to service. Under the VEAP program,

the army contributed two dollars for every one that the

individual soldier contributed, with the soldier being

required to “invest” $50 to $70 per month for the first

twelve months. However, soldiers were reluctant to part

with such a substantial percentage of their already meager

income and the VEAP achieved only 30 percent enrollment by

those eligible for the program and failed to entice others

to enlist.43 
The army’s manpower crisis continued throughout the

rest of the decade.  The aforementioned “inadequate

42 Senate Armed Services Committee, The All-Volunteer Force, 9-10.
43 Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 9-10;

Boldan, Annual Historical Summary 1979, 51; Meyer, Chief of Staff, 9.



recruiting resources (in both dollars and people)” and

“unfavorable changes in the recruiting environment”

resulted in end strength shortfalls of 7,800 and 7,237 in

fiscal years 1976 and 1977, respectively.44  However, the

lack of new recruits was made acute by the alarmingly high

attrition rate; soldiers were opting out of the service

rather than make the army their career.  The army made

attempts to arrest the high numbers of first-term attrition

through emphasizing better leadership and recruitment of

high quality soldiers.  The army expected attrition numbers

to decline, beginning with soldiers who had enlisted in

1978 but the “Big Green Machine” was losing soldiers faster

than it could replace them.45 
By fiscal year 1979 recruiting and retention had

reached a crisis level.  The army fell 15,444 personnel

short of congressionally authorized personnel end strength

for that year.46  Although there was moderate success in

44 Rae T. Panella, ed., Department of the Army Annual Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1977 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military
History, 1979), 40.

45 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 56.
46 Although it did not suffer to the extent of the enlisted and

NCO ranks, the army’s officer corps had its share of manning woes.  The
Department of Defense directive to pare the inflated officer ranks
(especially those of company-grade level) following the army’s service



retaining soldiers, 1979 proved to be the most difficult

recruiting year for the active army since the beginning of

the All-Volunteer Force.  Young men and women were finding

that a job in the private sector was preferable to service

to their country.  Frankly, the army was in a shambles.

The actions that were taken to reverse the negative trend

in manning the force were patently unsuccessful and

Congress had denied the army the (apparently) only easy way

out of its predicament when legislation calling for a

return to registration—the first step towards a new

peacetime draft—failed by a vote of 252-163.47 

The army took additional steps during these years in

order to make service in the army more attractive to

potential volunteers and more palatable to those already in

in Vietnam eventually ran headlong into the declining numbers of
retained and enlisting officers.  Several times during the decade the
officer corps population reached its lowest levels since World War II.
Compounding the problem was the decline in the rate of growth of ROTC
enrollments, where the army gained the majority of its new officers
each year.  But the greatest troubles experienced in this area were
within the Army Medical Corps, which consistently fell short of desired
strength (especially in physicians), the exception being fiscal years
1978 and 1979.  The army’s historical summaries for the years 1973-1980
provide valuable data in this regard.

47 “Recruiting Woes Bring Push for Draft,” U.S. News & World

Report 87, no. 11 (1979): 28; Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 49.



uniform in order to retain them at the conclusion of their

tours.  The Delayed Entry Program was extended from 270 to

365 days and the army “appointed to grade E-2 members of

that program whose referral of at least two male high

school graduates ... resulted in enlistments.”48  The

enlistment age for females was lowered to seventeen (the

same as it was for men); opportunities were offered to sign

up for airborne training upon enlistment; cash bonuses were

awarded to those choosing critical Military Occupational

Specialties (MOS); and options were offered for first-time

recruits and those re-enlisting to choose their assignments

or stations of choice.49  Perhaps most importantly, the army

re-examined its advertising campaign; the “Today’s Army

wants to join you” advertising campaign begun in 1971 under

the creative direction of the N. W. Ayers Agency of

Philadelphia was ended.  This thoroughly-researched attempt

to “soften” the army’s image by downplaying its “Big Green

Machine” reputation and suggesting that personnel

assignments were less arbitrary and regimented than in the

past failed miserably.  The television commercials and

posters seemed less like military recruiting efforts and
48 Karl E. Cocke, comp., Department of the Army Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1976 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military
History, 1977), 36-37.

49 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 41-43.



more like civilian travel advertisements.  In an effort to

“shake things up,” Meyer charged General Max Thurman with

improving the army’s public relations endeavors. Thurman

returned the focus of the recruiting efforts towards the

army’s tough image, culminating in the highly successful

and effective “Uncle Sam Wants You” and “Be All You Can Be”

campaigns of the early 1980s that again brought recruits

“streaming into the ranks.”50  
However, some initiatives aimed at boosting recruiting

and retention were counterproductive.  Commanders were

given great latitude to waive the automatic discharge of

recruits who had enlisted under fraudulent conditions, the

minimum passing score on the Armed Forces Women’s Selection

Test was lowered by nine points, seventeen-year-olds

without a high school diploma were made eligible for

enlistment, and requirements for undermanned MOS’s were

relaxed.51  But all of these reforms—good, bad, or

50 H. Norman Schwarzkopf, It Doesn’t Take a Hero (New York: Bantam

Books, 1992), 234.  Walton, Tarnished Shield, 186; United States Army

Recruiting Command, Historical Reel of Army Recruiting Commercials

Produced by N.W. Ayer/ Y&R From 1970 to 1998, (1999, videocassette);
Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 6-7, 10;

Meyer, Ancell, and Mahaffey, Who Will Lead?, 173.  
51 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 41; Karl E. Cocke,

comp., Department of the Army Historical Summary: Fiscal Year 1978



indifferent—failed to help the army meet its manpower

requirements.
Thus when Shy Meyer became the Chief of Staff in 1979

the army was in a pronounced “manpower squeeze.”52  The

dependence upon volunteers had resulted in recruiting and

retention shortfalls that had become acute by the end of

the decade.  But what were the larger implications of the

manpower crisis?  According to Meyer, the emphasis placed

upon keeping the army’s European contingent up to full

strength had created a “hollow army” within the Continental

United States (CONUS).53  For roughly a decade (1965-1973),

the war effort in Vietnam had relegated the army’s North

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) commitments in Europe

to secondary status.  The forces fighting in Southeast Asia

were given priority in replacements, weaponry, and

equipment while the United States Army, Europe (USAREUR)

was allowed to atrophy.  The United States’ NATO allies had

begun not only to question America’s commitment to the

defense of Western Europe, but also its ability to do so.
After its withdrawal from Vietnam, the army was

relieved of a major and extended support mission and could
(Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History, 1980), 49-50; Boldan,

Historical Summary 1979, 50.
52 Kelly, “How Prepared?” 22.
53 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 92, 98, 146.



once again return its attention to the defense of Western

Europe, which regained its stature as the “dominant

generator of requirements” for the army.54  Therefore, the

army shifted manpower priorities to USAREUR units at the

expense of those within CONUS.  However, in the interim the

draft was discontinued and the unlimited manpower pool

evaporated.  What resulted was that the bulk of the army’s

forces, those within CONUS, were forced to operate and

train well below strength because the scarce manpower

resources in the new All-Volunteer Force were primarily

being sent to Europe.55 
It was assumed by all those concerned that the

flashpoint of any direct confrontation between

Soviet/Warsaw Pact forces and NATO would be in Central

Europe, most likely in Germany.  Visions of columns of Red

Army armor and artillery pouring through the Fulda Gap into

the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) haunted many a

USAREUR general officer.  In order to deter or meet such a

contingency successfully after its withdrawal from Vietnam,
54 Zeb B. Bradford and Frederic J. Brown, The United States Army

in Transition (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1973), 99.
55 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 146; Meyer, Nightengale Interview, 7,

144, 379-380; Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 8; Maxwell D.
Taylor, “Perceived Versus Real Strength of America’s Strategic Forces,”

Parameters 9, no. 4 (1979): 7.



the army began to re-establish the credibility of USAREUR.

In 1973 the army added several units to its existing 4 1/3

divisions, two armored cavalry regiments, Berlin Brigade,

and support units.  In addition, it initiated Project

Fender, which increased the ratio of combat to support

units already in Europe through unit mergers,

deactivations, and reductions, but without increasing

overall strength.56  
This increase in USAREUR forces continued throughout

the following years.  The Nunn Amendment to the 1975

Military Appropriations Act required that non-combat

strength of forces in Europe be reduced by eighteen

thousand while allowing for a proportionate increase in

combat strength.  Accordingly, combat troops of the 3rd

Brigade, 2nd Armored Division (christened Brigade 75) were

deployed to West Germany from Ft. Hood, Texas.  In

addition, Secretary of the Army Howard H. Callaway made

increasing the army’s combat strength in Europe a top

priority for fiscal year 1975.   The army continued to

increase USAREUR troop levels throughout the rest of the

decade; in addition it began emphasizing theatre strength

through the placement of pre-positioned equipment,

weaponry, and ammunition.  Reinforcement capabilities were

56 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 12-13.



stressed through initiatives such as the annual REFORGER

exercises, in which CONUS units were deployed to Europe for

war games and maneuver training.  By 1979 USAREUR had

largely recovered from its decade of neglect and continued

in its efforts to meet and surmount the threat from the

Warsaw Pact nations.57

The CONUS army was not as fortunate.  The withdrawal

from Vietnam had allowed the army to re-establish its

priorities in Europe, but the reemphasis upon USAREUR had

come at an enormous cost.  Throughout fiscal years 1974-

1977, the army rated its combat units, both in Europe and

the United States, as either fully or substantially combat-

ready, but the imbalance in attention shown to USAREUR

began to manifest itself in 1978.  During that year,

although “satisfactory” (as opposed to ideal) strength

levels were maintained within CONUS units, the army

reported “shortages in some skills and grades occurred as

manpower was drawn down from them to sustain the strength

of units deployed overseas, particularly in Germany.”58  In
57 Karl E. Cocke, comp., Department of the Army Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1975 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military

History, 1978), 6, 4; Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 9;

Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 8; Cocke et al., Historical Summary

1978, 9-10; Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 7-8.
58 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 8.



practice, stateside units operated below recommended levels

in order to ensure full-strength units in Europe.  
The result of allowing units in Europe to be manned to

105 percent strength was that CONUS squads and platoons had

to release sparse personnel resources to USAREUR.  With the

shortfalls in recruiting and retention detailed earlier

that were being experienced by the AVF, manpower had to be

shifted to where it was needed most.  Many of the first-

line combat units in the United States were then forced to

operate at 85-90 percent of authorized levels while support

forces were short by as many as three out of ten soldiers.59

By 1979 the reduction in CONUS personnel in order to

maintain forward-deployed units presented the army with

“serious organizational problems” culminating in the most

significant manpower shortage ever experienced during the

AVF.60

The civilian workforce was reduced to 438,459 in

fiscal year 1973, down 8.6 percent from the previous year.

It continued in its decline by an average of approximately

1.5 percent for the next five years until it had, by 1979,

shrunk to 392,333 personnel.  This free fall in civilians

was aided by the 1978 Department of Defense Appropriations

59 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 98.
60 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 5.



Authorization Act which required a 6 percent reduction in

higher level positions (GS-13 and above) by the end of

fiscal year 1980, of which the army had already achieved 2

percent by 1978.  The Leach Amendment to the Civil Service

Reform Act also contributed to the reduction by requiring

that total civilian employment in the executive branch of

the government be reduced to 1977 levels, or by

approximately forty thousand personnel.  And although the

Department of Defense was already below that level in 1979,

eleven thousand of those jobs were allocated to DOD in

general and thirty-five hundred to the army.  In all, the

army had lost nearly 9 percent of its civilian employees

since the end of the draft.  The importance of the civilian

cadre was not lost upon Meyer, who recognized their

contributions to the overall mission of the army.  He

stressed that the civilian employees were not merely a

“peacetime augmentation,” but a “very real part of the

Army’s warfighting [sic] capability” who were needed to

perform three-quarters of the tasks necessary to operate

the army’s bases.61  Indeed, the army was the largest single

federal employer of civilians—they made up fully one-third

of the army’s total manpower strength.  However, throughout

the formative years of the AVF, this integral part of the

61 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 62.



army’s infrastructure was allowed to wither on the vine.62

The ramifications of the decline in the civilian

workforce were that the already thin ranks of the army had

to be spread even thinner in order to absorb and

accommodate the loss.  In reaction, commanders were

authorized to utilize military personnel in order to

“offset civilian attrition” by using soldiers to “perform

recurring or constant work other than their assigned work,”

defined by the army as “borrowed military manpower.”63

During fiscal year 1978 alone 14,200 soldiers were used for

tasks formerly performed by civilian employees, a number

equivalent to about seven combat brigades.  Approximately

one-quarter of those “borrowed” soldiers were performing

tasks that were in no way even related to their specialty

or mission. This “daily diversion of thousands of soldiers

to post, camp and station duties” hobbled the already

pallid army by absenting troops from the “urgent task of

readying their units for war.”64 

The army’s manpower maladies were further complicated

by the conditions of its second line of defense, the
62 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 66; Boldan, Historical

Summary 1979, 75; Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 83; Boldan,

Historical Summary 1979, 76.
63 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 60-61.
64 Ibid.; Meyer, Chief of Staff, 177.



Reserve (USAR) and National Guard (ARNG), which serve to

augment the active forces.  Both had enjoyed the fruits

associated with the draft and the war in Vietnam as men

enlisted in the reserve forces in droves in order to avoid

either or both of these.  However, with the threat of

conscription removed and the withdrawal of the army from

the combat zones of Southeast Asia, their were fewer

reasons for joining the Reserves or Guard.  The reserve

components, which represented a “critical and integral

element in the readiness equation upon which the Total Army

concept” relied, suffered a steep decline in both those

recruited and those retained throughout the immediate post-

Vietnam era.65  As the decade progressed, maintaining

adequate Reserve strength increasingly proved to be “a real

problem,” in the words of Secretary of the Army Clifford L.

Alexander, Jr.66  These results were hardly surprising. It

had been predicted that the reliance upon volunteerism to

fill the ranks would “sound the death knell of both the

National Guard and the Army Reserve” and that the day would

come when the reserve components would exist only on paper

65 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 61.
66 Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., “Performance, Diligence, Equal

Opportunity: U.S. Army ’77: ‘The Best in 30 Years,” Army (October
1977): 19.



and leave the active forces in the lurch.67 
The Reserve and Guard descent was evident immediately

after the creation of the AVF as each service realized

shortfalls of 25,801 and 16,733 respectively in fiscal year

1973.  A slight increase over authorized strength was

attained by both in fiscal year 1974 but shortfalls were

again the order of the day throughout the balance of the

decade.  From 1975-1978, the Reserve ranks declined by

nearly fifty thousand and the Guard suffered a loss of over

sixty-three thousand personnel.  Eventually, discussion

began as to whether a system of conscription for the

reserve forces would be necessary.68  It was not until the

last year of the decade that the numbers began to reverse

themselves.69 

By 1979 external circumstances and the army’s slow and

often impotent responses had conspired to cripple the

army’s manpower pool.  The elimination of the draft meant

that the army was at the mercy of the altruistic impulses

of a steadily decreasing proportion of society.  Manpower

67 Walton, Tarnished Shield, 156-158.
68 “U.S. Power and Mideast Oil,” U.S. News & World Report 87, no.

5 (1979): 29.
69 A complete itemization of authorized strength and actual

strength levels may be found in the army’s historical summaries for the
years 1972 through 1979.



problems intensified as non-prior service enlistees joined

the army in fewer numbers and the army fell increasingly

short of its authorized strength year after year.

Likewise, once free of the threat of conscription, those of

draft age no longer were induced to volunteer out of fear

of being called or to seek shelter from active duty and

combat in the Army Reserve or National Guard. These

manpower problems, along with the pronounced reduction in

civilian employees, hamstrung the army’s ability to meet

its missions of deterrence and preparation for war.  The

army’s human resource dilemma was then aggravated by the

need to shift personnel assignments in order to bolster the

American presence in Europe and reassure the NATO allies of

the American commitment to their protection against Warsaw

Pact aggression. Unable to meet all of its

responsibilities, the army opted to meet the most important

ones. Scarce human resources were siphoned away from units

within the Continental United States and funneled into

USAREUR units, leaving under-strength forces behind to

guard the nation’s borders.  As the army continued to

shrink throughout the decade, its national and

international commitments grew, spreading it increasingly

thin, or as Shy Meyer termed it, “hollow.”



CHAPTER III

SOLDIER RETENTION AND QUALITY OF LIFE
The difficulties the army experienced in recruiting

qualified personnel were merely one side of the manpower

coin.  In his White Paper, Shy Meyer addressed an equally

daunting task facing the army at the time—that of

persuading quality soldiers to remain in the force.

Retaining quality troops with the leadership experience

necessary in order to successfully lead soldiers into

battle was absolutely necessary if the All-Volunteer Force

was to remain viable.  However, the army’s attrition rate,

especially among first-term enlistees, was hamstringing the

army in its ability to meet its missions.  Meyer was

concerned that the continued decrease in the number of re-

enlistments was resulting in an unacceptable lack of

experience among middle-grade leaders, especially in the

NCO corps.  He suggested in his White Paper that the

quality of life of the AVF soldier had declined such that a

renewed commitment by the army to improving the soldier’s

quality of life was absolutely essential if the army

intended to increase retention rates.70  

This chapter will examine Meyer’s assertions by

examining several aspects of the soldier’s life during the
70 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 56.



formative years of the AVF in an effort to explain the

soldiers’ disaffection with the army and illuminate the

reasons soldiers opted out of the service in such large

numbers.71 

The army had understood for quite some time that

relying upon volunteerism to sustain its strength would

require paying more attention to the needs and wants of the

individual soldier.  As early as 1971, through the auspices

of Project VOLAR, the army had sought ways to recruit, and

more importantly, to retain soldiers by enhancing the

living and working conditions and benefits, especially

among the enlisted men.  The army experiment included

providing more privacy in the barracks, short order food

items in the mess hall, beer machines in unit dayrooms, and

the relaxation of “rules against the use of decorations” in

soldiers’ rooms.72

Although the successes of Project VOLAR were marginal

at best, the army continued during the following year in

its effort to provide an atmosphere that would spur re-

enlistments through the establishment of the Directorate of

Human Resources Development.  The army had hoped that the

directorate would provide a “climate that would attract,

71 Ibid., 160.

72 Moore and Tuten, Fort Ord Contribution, 92, 93.



develop, and retain professional soldiers” in large

numbers.73  However, despite such initiatives as those

undertaken by the army at the inception of the AVF, the

numbers of soldiers choosing to make the army a career, or

even to serve a few more years in addition to their initial

tour, remained at dangerously low levels.74 

If one were to judge by the army’s yearly estimate of

its retention accomplishments, the situation would not have

appeared quite so bleak.  Whether through misinterpretation

of the data or self-delusion, the army failed to recognize

the severity of its attrition crisis.  For example, during

fiscal year 1973, the army reported an over-all unadjusted

re-enlistment rate of 35.4 percent, higher than at any time

since 1965.  Additionally, nearly 38 percent of first term

soldiers chose to re-enlist, which represented an increase

of over 27 percent from the previous year and the highest

percentage for the entire preceding ten-year period.75  
The army boasted of reaching 116 percent of its re-

enlistment aspirations the following fiscal year,

attributing most of the success to such initiatives as the

retooled Reenlistment Option program, which offered
73 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 62.
74 Ibid., 60-62; General Colin Powell, My American Journey (New

York: Random House, 1995), 182.
75 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 66.



stabilized assignments and added units to the unit-of-

choice option re-enlistment benefit.  The army was again

quite pleased with its progress in retaining soldiers for

fiscal year 1975 but soon realized that it had set over-

ambitious re-enlistment goals for 1976.  Even after

revising the numbers downward by almost three thousand the

army still fell short of its aims.  Still, the army was

pleased with the results—it had achieved 93.8 percent of

its revised re-enlistment goal for first-term soldiers,

while the career re-enlistment goals fell short by only 3

percent.76 
Fiscal year 1977 was “reasonably successful,”

according to the army, which realized over 98 percent of

its overall re-enlistment objective and fully 105.5 percent

of the desired career soldier goal.77  Although it had

failed to re-enlist in excess of 14 percent of its targeted

first-term soldiers, the army awarded itself high marks for

the 2 percent increase in that category from the previous

year, attributing increased retention to several factors.

Foremost among these was expansion of the period (from

three to six months) during which first-term soldiers were
76 Ibid., 65-66; Cocke, Historical Summary 1974, 51-52; Cocke,

Historical Summary 1975, 38-39; Cocke et al. , Historical Summary 1976,
37-38.

77 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 42.



allowed to re-enlist before their scheduled separation from

the service.  Soldiers and commanders alike benefited from

the change because it allowed greater flexibility in

planning.  As far as the army was concerned, fiscal year

1977 provided reason to believe that soldier retention was

being dealt with successfully, with successful efforts

being made towards maintaining that momentum.78   
The army boasted of building upon the previous year’s

successes and exceeding its re-enlistment goals for both

first-term and career soldiers in fiscal year 1978 with

108.7 and 104.5 percent re-enlistments in each category,

respectively.  Overall, the army re-enlisted 105.6 percent

of its targeted soldier population.  In addition, although

no new retention initiatives were undertaken during fiscal

year 1979, the army still exceeded its desired rate of re-

enlistments among first-term soldiers by 5.7 percent and

just missed attaining its goal among career soldiers by 1.8

percent.  Together, these figures represented the largest

numbers of re-enlistments since the inception of the All-

Volunteer Force.  Re-enlistment rates for fiscal year 1980

again surpassed the army’s aspirations, marking the third

consecutive year that re-enlistments had exceeded stated

goals.79 
78 Ibid.
79 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 42-43; Cocke et al.,



From the preceding data, it is easy to understand how

a false sense of achievement could have colored the manner

in which the army viewed its re-enlistment efforts and

deceived many in charge into believing that all was well in

that department.  The army consistently reported either

exceeding its re-enlistment goals or falling just short of

them.  However, upon closer inspection, the re-enlistment

statistics tell a different and somewhat alarming tale.

For example, although the army saw an almost four-fold

increase in the re-enlistments of first-term soldiers in

1973 from the previous year and two-thirds of the career

soldiers stayed in the service, only 35.4 percent of the

army’s total number of eligible personnel (including the

remnant inductees) re-enlisted.80  
Following the moderate successes in 1974 and 1975 the

army again fell short of its modest re-enlistment goals in

fiscal year 1976.  The results from the following year were

much worse.  The fact that the army fell nearly 15 percent

short of its targeted goals for re-enlistment of first-term

soldiers in 1977 does not tell the whole story.
Historical Summary 1978, 50-51, 68; Boldan, Historical Summary 1979,

53-54; Lenwood Y. Brown, ed., Department of the Army Annual Historical

Summary: Fiscal Year 1980 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History
1983), 81-82.

80 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 66.



Specifically, only 34.1 percent of all eligible first-term

soldiers extended their tours.  Had the army achieved its

aims there still would have been nearly twice as many new

soldiers exiting the service than remaining in uniform.81

The same is true for fiscal year 1978 as well.  While

surpassing re-enlistment objectives, the army was only able

to entice 31.6 percent of first-term males and 40.7 percent

of females in the same category to stay in the ranks.  A

paltry 48 percent of career females remained in service

while career male re-enlistments, representing the high

water mark of achievement for the year, totaled 67.7

percent.82  Fiscal year 1979 saw a slight increase in the

numbers of re-enlistments among first-term soldiers; still

fully 47 percent of all eligible soldiers left the army at

the end of their terms.83  

The army’s attrition rate throughout the decade of the

1970s continued at such a pace that Chief of Staff Shy

Meyer listed it among the major challenges facing the army

in his 1980 White Paper.84  When coupled with the difficulty

the army was experiencing in recruiting new soldiers during

the same period, it was obvious even to the casual observer
81 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 42-43.
82 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 50.
83 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 54.
84 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 56.



that the army was experiencing a manpower crisis.  Why were

soldiers leaving the army in droves?  As mentioned earlier,

many (including Meyer) felt that the quality of life of the

volunteer soldier, “the basic element in the enlistment and

retention equation,” left much to be desired and was

fuelling the exodus.85 

A major genesis of complaints among the soldiers of

the post-Vietnam United States Army were the unsatisfactory

living conditions, which constituted “one of the main

objections to Army life.”86  When asked to comment upon the

subject soldiers often provided the inquisitor with a “full

catalog of woes” associated with army living quarters.87

Chief among the complaints regarding on-post housing during

the 1970s were exhaustive waiting lists and periods,

confined quarters, slapdash construction, lack of

amenities, and bizarre design flaws.  Off-post conditions

were little better with complaints detailing high rent,

inconvenient or lengthy commuting distances, and

constricted markets with no available housing, especially

85 SMA William A. Connelly, “The Worsening Plight of the ‘Army’s

Own,’” Army (April 80): 9.
86 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 142.
87 Eric C. Ludvigsen, “Everyone Talks About Family Housing, But …”

Army (March 1970): 25.



near metropolitan areas.  Detractors accused the army of

providing “disgraceful” housing that could “scarcely be

said to improve morale and encourage retention.”88

Eventually, even the army hierarchy began to publicly decry

the “cold-water flats” forced upon the American soldier.89 

The army realized by 1972 that the antiquated, often

dilapidated, housing it was providing to the troops had to

be improved if there was to be any hope of retaining large

numbers of soldiers.  Of the 315,000 existing permanent

barracks spaces, the army considered only 113,000 adequate.

Accordingly, the army initiated “substantial increases” in

family and troop housing during the fiscal year in order to

modernize bachelor’s quarters that had not evolved with the

times and provide for new designs that would afford more

privacy to the individual.90  The new on-post designs

provided for three-man/one bath housing for enlisted men to

grade E-4, two-man rooms with bath for grades E-5 and E-6,

and private rooms for grades E-7 through E-9.  In addition,

88 Ibid.; Larry Carney, “New National Training Center: Troops

Going to Fort Irwin Will Find Housing Scarce,” Army Times, 25 August
1980, 32.

89 Bob Gatty, “GI Housing: Changes in the Wind,” Army (April
1978): 27; “Substandard Billets: ‘Slums for Soldiers; ‘Taj Mahal’ for

Senators,” Army Times, 19 March 1979, 22.
90 Bell, Historical Summary 1972, 2.



the army received congressional funding for the

construction of new family housing with new furniture and

modern appliances.91  

In its endeavors to improve living conditions at

overseas installations, the army in December 1971 initiated

a program in conjunction with the government of the Federal

Republic of Germany that would allow for the refurbishing

of the German kasernes (barracks).  The terms of the Offset

Agreement called for the assumption of a sizeable portion

of the renovation bill (DM 576 million) by the German

government.  By the end of the year the U.S. Army Engineer

Command in Europe had turned over all construction and

refurbishing efforts to the Germans.92  

The army continued its program of construction and

modernization throughout fiscal year 1973 achieving what it

called “notable progress.”93  However, the housing program

was met with several obstacles which hindered any real

success including currency revaluation overseas, reductions

in the allotted monies for maintenance (causing a

maintenance backlog), and a per unit authorization that

ultimately proved to be too low.94  In fiscal year 1974 the
91 Ibid., 2, 93.

92 Ibid., 154.

93 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 142.
94 Ibid., 142-143.



House Armed Services Committee’s Subcommittee on Military

Construction “challenged the living standards” used in the

army’s new designs and called for four-man rooms where the

army had planned for three.  But a report by the Department

of Defense recommended staying the on the prescribed course

as any money to be saved by building four-man rooms would

be offset by a decline in morale, recruitment, and

retention.  The army heeded the report’s findings.95  

The Army Military Construction Program continued

largely unabated throughout the rest of the decade with the

army trumpeting great progress in the modernization and

construction of adequate troop and family housing.  The

crowning achievement of the army’s efforts came in the form

of the Military Personnel and Compensation Amendment Act of

1980 (Nunn-Warner Amendment) which allowed for variable

housing allowances to assist in defraying the cost of

housing within CONUS.96  However, for all of the successes

there remained glaring problems throughout the 1970s.  The

army ran housing deficits in the tens of thousands (it was

short 32,000 spaces in fiscal year 1976 alone), maintenance

backlogs continued to increase, disputes between tenants

95 Cocke, Historical Summary 1974, 111.

96 Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 110.



and landlords were commonplace, and the army was forced

into leasing civilian housing due to the incredible

shortages.  One First Sergeant stationed in Schofield

Barracks, Hawaii lamented as late as 1979 about the

disgraceful on-post living conditions endured by his

soldiers.  His troops lived in dilapidated, pre-World War

II barracks with “substandard latrines and showers” that

had not been remodeled since the building’s construction in

1939.97  

By 1980 little had changed; according to the army

itself, only 85 percent of eligible soldiers were in

“adequate quarters” and housing throughout the army’s

bases, despite the best of intentions, budgeting, and

efforts, remained “either unavailable, substandard, too

expensive, or located at extensive distances” from the

posts.98  

Congress continued in its attempts to alleviate the

housing problems facing army troops through the auspices of

the Nunn-Warner Amendment.  This assisted in defraying high

housing costs for soldiers in the Continental United States
97 “Substandard Billets: ‘Slums’ for Soldiers; ‘Taj Mahal’ for

Senators,” Army Times, 19 March 1979, 22.
98 Cocke, Historical Summary 1975, 94; Cocke et al., Historical

Summary 1976, 108; Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 65; Boldan,
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not living in government quarters whose average housing

cost exceeded the average basic allowance for quarters by

15 percent or more.  Also eligible for this assistance were

personnel stationed outside CONUS with family living in the

United States under the same conditions.  

Similarly, the Defense Department toyed with the

implementation of a plan that would increase housing

allowances by basing them upon “actual moving and rental

expenses rather than on averages for each duty station,” as

was the norm.  However, the “Rent Plus” program was

thwarted by Assistant Defense Secretary for Manpower,

Reserve Affairs, and Logistics Robert B. Pirie, Jr., who

cited excessive cost.99  These inadequate reactions did

little to alleviate the problem as persistent inflation

drove up housing costs in the United States at an alarming

rate throughout the decade (an average of 8.7 percent

annually from 1970 to 1977 alone).100  

But in what can perhaps be considered a testament to
99 Barnard, Richard C., “Structure, Cost Cited: ‘Rent Plus’

Housing Cash Proposal Sidelined,” Army Times, 4 February 1980, 3.
100 Simon N. Whitney, Inflation Since 1945: Facts and Theories

(New York: Praeger, 1982), 18, 246-247; E. Jay Howenstine, Housing

Costs in the United States and Other Industrialized Countries, 1970-

1977 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Office of Policy Development and Research, 1979), 8.



the army’s ultimate surrender in this area, it awarded less

than one page to its discussions of family and troop

housing in its reports for fiscal years 1977 through 1980.

There can be little wonder why the soldiers voted with

their feet rather than remain in service under housing

conditions they found to be so poor.

Amidst the discussion of the army’s quantitative

housing troubles, the question must be raised: Why did the

army experience difficulties housing its troops at a time

when it was (mostly involuntarily) shrinking?  A primary

reason for the shortages throughout the decade was a

relatively new phenomenon—the new army was a married army.

Whereas the vast majority of soldiers were single during

the draft era, the advent of the AVF saw the proportion of

married soldiers increase dramatically.  The numbers of

married soldiers doubled from 1964 to 1979 and represented

more than one-third of the junior enlisted force at

decade’s end (a trend that, oddly, ran counter to society

as a whole).101

101 Charles C. Moskos, Jr. and Peter Braestrup, “The Human

Element,” The Wilson Quarterly 7 (winter 1983): 136; Moskos, “National
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Caught unawares by the rapid change in this

demographic and hamstrung by budgetary constraints, the

army was unable to adequately cope with the family housing

needs of its soldiers—especially those living off-post.

Compounding the problem were the traditional inconveniences

that accompanied life among the lower ranks in the army.

Often, when housing was available it was assigned according

to an applicant’s rank, rather than need.  This meant that

many junior enlisted soldiers with families were often

forced into expensive, inadequate housing while those of

higher rank were assigned “on-base housing larger than

their needs.”102   

Another “very real area of discontent” among those

soldiers in the post-Vietnam army was the erosion in pay

and benefits experienced throughout the decade of the

1970s.103  To be sure, soldiers have perennially complained

of their lack of compensation, regarding pay as the

“principal ingredient of a quality of life that is

commensurate with the dedicated service demanded of Army

members.”104  But by 1980 the problem had become

“particularly acute” and was “driving tens of thousands of
102 Gatty, “Changes in the Wind,” 28. 
103 Capt. Alfred J. Hite, “An Alarming Officer Exodus,” Army (June

80): 13.
104 Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 109.



experienced officers and NCOs out of [the army] and

undermining the morale of many” who remained.105    

Perhaps realizing that the coming end of conscription

would require increased efforts to entice volunteers into

military service, the Department of Defense instituted new

programs and improved others at the introduction of the

All-Volunteer Force in efforts to make the army more

appealing to new recruits and the soldiers already in

uniform.  Congress “responded favorably” in fiscal year

1972 (the “benchmark” year for the AVF) to the army’s

suggested “substantial” pay raises, allowing increases in

the basic pay for enlisted men with less than two years of

service and doubling that of the lowest privates.  However,

noncommissioned officers, deemed “already hooked” by the

army, received a negligible increase in pay in proportion

to that of the enlisted men.106  The resultant compression in

105 Hite, “Alarming Officer Exodus,” 13; Col. George J. Walker,

“Soldiers Leave Army for Intangible Reasons, Too,” Army (June 1980): 6;
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106 Brig. Gen. Robert H. Scales, Jr., Certain Victory: United
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the pay scale meant that the experienced NCO earned little

more than 30 percent more than the newest recruit.107  

The gradual Vietnamization of the war in Southeast

Asia and withdrawal of U.S. troops from the region meant

that several incentive programs were ended, but the army

provided several bonuses to soldiers in critical jobs and

skills in the form of proficiency pay.  In addition,

bonuses were awarded to recruiters and career counselors

who excelled as well as doctors who extended their tours of

duty.108  The new volunteer army also made early efforts to

improve the administrative facet of the pay system in order

to appeal to both citizen and soldier through such

accomplishments as the Joint Uniform Military Pay System

(JUMPS).  Implementation of JUMPS (the army was the first

of the services to complete the program) resulted in “a new

easy-to-read and easy-to-understand” leave and earnings

statement.  The simplified form allowed soldiers to more

easily choose their desired payment options (monthly or

bimonthly, and by cash, check to bank, or check to home)

and resulted in the “virtual elimination” of pay allotment

errors.  The army regarded the introduction of the JUMPS

107 Bell, Historical Summary 1972, 2; Scales, Certain Victory, 10.
108 Bell, Historical Summary 1972, 77; Cocke, Historical Summary

1974, 59.



program as a success as it served to reduce the amount of

pay complaints lodged by its soldiers.109 

The initial fervor with which the Department of

Defense and the army tackled pay problems subsided by mid-

decade.  Beginning in fiscal year 1975 both the superior

performance and shortage specialty programs were allowed to

expire, with the exception of the special duty assignment

program which provided proficiency pay for drill sergeants,

recruiters, and career counselors.  Additionally, the

practice of awarding lump sum re-enlistment bonuses ceased,

despite the army’s reservations that “the general trend of

reductions in the amount of individual bonuses” could very

likely keep it from meeting its “future reenlistment

objectives.”110 

The army completed its Third Quadrennial Review of

Military Compensation in fiscal year 1977 which addressed

the pay grievances and offered several suggestions as to

how best to satisfy the soldiers’ desires within

Congressional budget constraints.  The review discounted

the argument that the traditional system of pay and

allowances should be replaced with a salary but did agree

109 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 108-109; Cocke,

Historical Summary 1974, 59. 
110 Cocke, Historical Summary 1975, 44-45.



that the current system was in need of repair.  The report

concluded that basic pay should be made comparable to that

of the private sector in order to increase morale and

encourage retention.  Likewise, it was determined that

soldiers performing hazardous duty assignments such as

demolition or airborne duty should continue to receive

special and incentive pay.111  

Several improvements were instituted during the

following years in order to demonstrate the army’s

“commitment to provide a reasonable quality of life for all

soldiers,” but most were of little consequence.112  For

example, the army authorized an increase in the Junior

Enlisted Travel (JET) funds (which were meant to ease the

transition of the lower-grade soldiers and their families

to overseas bases) and the advance payment of housing

allowances.  However, other “improvements,” such as the

negligible increase in the mileage allowance for soldiers

making a Permanent Change of Station (PCS) from eight to

ten cents per mile, did little to appease the average

soldier.  Soldiers (especially young noncommissioned

officers with families) “found themselves thrown hopelessly

into debt with unexpected movement orders.”113 
111 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 54-55.
112 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 65.
113 Scales, Certain Victory, 10.  Cocke et al., Historical Summary



Compounding his trials was the tax burden being placed

upon the American soldier’s meager wages.  In fiscal year

1976 the rules governing the distribution of basic pay

increases had been amended, allowing the President to

reallocate up to 25 percent of any increase towards tax-

exempt allowances for quarters or subsistence.  While

President Ford utilized this prerogative to the fullest,

the newly sworn-in Carter Administration directed that less

than half of that amount be reallocated as such in 1977 (12

percent) and none the following year.  As if that were not

enough of a blow to the average soldier’s paycheck, the

government determined in fiscal year 1976 that state income

taxes were to be withheld in accordance with the Soldiers’

and Sailors’ Relief Act.  By 1979 the army’s Finance and

Accounting Center was withholding taxes from certain

members of its soldiery for twenty-six states and the

District of Columbia.114 

By 1979 the situation was bleak indeed; there was

“growing agreement among civilian and uniformed military

officials and among members of Congress that the situation
1978, 65.

114 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 44-45; Panella,
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[was] bad and getting worse.”115  Pay and benefits had

declined to such low levels that the earnings of many

soldiers with families’ relegated them to lives of poverty

according to the government’s own standards.  During that

year the army’s commissaries accepted nearly ten million

dollars in food stamps from soldiers and their dependents.116

Still, the anticipated pay increases that many thought

necessary to attract and retain soldiers were not entirely

forthcoming.  The President’s pay agent recommended that

military pay should rise by an average of 10.41 percent in

order to “maintain pay comparability with the private

sector.”  Instead, Congress passively approved President

Carter’s proposed increase of only 7.02 percent.117  

In an effort to at least appear as if actions were

underway to remedy the problem, the Secretary of Defense

tasked the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Military Personnel Policy with organizing a working group

to study the adequacy (or inadequacy) of military pay.  The

report, completed in October of the following year, found

what had been obvious many for so long—that “military

compensation was decidedly inadequate.”118  The study also
115 Kelly, “Crippling Squeeze,” 50.
116 Ibid.
117 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 92.
118 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 92; Brown, Historical



revealed that, since 1972, the real buying power of a

soldier’s pay “had fallen as much as 20 percent below that

of comparable civilian wages.” In addition, military

personnel had experienced an annual shortfall of $600

million in housing allowances and absorbed nearly $1

billion per year in moving expenses for which they were

never reimbursed by the government.  With increasing

expenses and pay and benefits at their nadir, “soldiers and

their families had little to do but try to survive.”119

President Carter again misunderstood (or chose to

ignore) the magnitude of the soldiers’ plight.  Although

his pay agent recommended 13.49 percent increase in federal

pay for fiscal year 1980, the President proposed an

increase of only 9.11 percent.  Congress approved the

decreased proposal and then suspended the linkage between

federal civilian and military pay with the 1981 Defense

Authorization Bill.  This allowed for an increase of 11.7

percent in military pay, effective 1 October 1980.  The

percentage of increase was applied to basic pay, allowance

for quarters, and subsistence allowances without requiring

a presidential reallocation. In addition, the Military

Summary, 1980, 109.

119 Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 109.  Scales, Certain Victory,

10.



Personnel and Compensation Amendment Act of 1980 (the Nunn-

Warner Amendment) provided for increasing the PCS mileage

allowance from ten to 18.5 cents per mile and a 25 percent

increase in flight duty pay for aviators and enlisted

crewmembers.120 

Although Congress and the Department of Defense

appeared to be well on their way towards reconciling many

of the deficiencies in military pay and benefits by 1980,

much of the damage had already been done.  Thousands of

soldiers realized that a vocation in the civilian market

was much more lucrative (as well as much safer on balance)

than a military career and opted to leave the service upon

completion of their enlistment.  This held true especially

among the army’s medical corps because medical students

determined to shoulder several years of burdensome medical

school debt rather than accept an armed forces scholarship

with its accompanying years of army service.  Those who did

serve as doctors or nurses in uniform fled the army at the

close of their terms for the promise of a lucrative private

practice or the relative freedom of the hospital

environment.121

Additionally, the deficiencies (or elimination) of
120 Ibid., 108-110.
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other programs offered by the army such as health care,

retirement benefits, and even cut-rate groceries “reflect

[ed] an erosion of the status and attractiveness of the

military profession.”122  Soldiers complained, for example,

that it cost them thousands of dollars to obtain the same

medical services available to civilians with insurance for

less than $100.  Others decried that medical benefits were

“slipping away” altogether at “an accelerating pace.”123  

Additionally, soldiers began to question the prudence

of a career in the service as retirement benefits began to

lag behind those of the civilian sector.124  The traditional

twenty-year retirement plan attracted growing criticism in

Congress as the decade progressed, culminating in President

Carter’s assemblage of his Commission on Military

Compensation.  Citing its affection for the welfare of the

American taxpayer, the Commission determined that the

army’s retirement system was “wasteful in dollars and human

resources” and advocated a system that encouraged soldiers

122 Kelly, “Crippling Squeeze,” 49; Plattner, “Real Income
Growth,” 3.
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to retire after thirty years and penalized them for

retirement between twenty and thirty years of service.125

Retirement benefits continued to decrease in real terms as

well until retirees faced as much as a 15 percent loss in

benefits in 1979 than did those who had retired five years

earlier.  The loss of this “fringe benefit” of military

service directly caused the loss of scores of soldiers,

especially among the officer corps.126    

Eventually, the gradual, decade-long erosion in

medical and retirement benefits, combined with the pay and

housing inadequacies, proved to be too much to bear for

many soldiers and the army’s ranks continued to thin.

Discontent grew to such an extent that it threatened the

very existence of the volunteer army.127  As their quality of

life continued to diminish throughout the decade, the

soldiers of the All-Volunteer Force took action in the only

125 Eric C. Ludvigsen, “President’s Commission Eyes Pay,

Retirement,” Army (May 1978): 29.
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manner in which they felt they could and voted against the

army with their feet.128 

CHAPTER IV

SOLDIER QUALITY
The army’s manpower troubles in the 1970s were not

limited solely to recruiting and retaining deficits.

128 Clark, “Voting With Our Feet,” 46; Tom Philpott, CHAMPUS,

Allowance Hikes Urged: Laird: Increase Pay 17%,” Army Times, 3;
Shoemaker, “15% Pay Loss,” 1.



Throughout the debate critics charged that a volunteer army

would be “a mercenary force of low quality people who would

be in it only for the money rather than to serve their

country.”129  Suddenly, without the continuous and

(seemingly) endless pool of young draftees, the army had a

much smaller group of potential soldiers from which to

choose.  Gone were the days when the army could afford to

be very discriminating in its enlistment process. 
As the decade unfolded the uncertainties about soldier

quality loomed large.  It appeared to many that the worst

of these fears had come to fruition and that the quality of

the recruits entering the All-Volunteer Force was declining

sharply.  Government officials, such as Senator Sam Nunn of

Georgia, voiced their concern that the “alarming

deterioration of the quality of new personnel” would turn

the army into nothing more than a “Job Corps equipped with

tanks and nuclear missiles.”130  This chapter will endeavor

to determine whether the army’s reliance upon volunteerism

eventually forced it to relax enlistment standards in order

to meet manpower requirements and consequently to fill its

ranks with a large number of substandard soldiers of low

129 Shaffery and Welker, “Recruiting the All-Volunteer Army,” 6-7.
130 Bruce Bliven, Jr., Volunteers One and All (New York: Reader’s

Digest Press, 1976), 9-10; Meyer, Chief of Staff, 147.



quality.
Shy Meyer expressed his concerns with what he observed

to be a manifest decline in recruit quality during a

meeting at the presidential retreat at Camp David, Maryland

in December 1979.  He lamented the qualitative decline of

the soldiers in uniform and pleaded with the administration

to take action to arrest the decline.  Substandard soldiers

were a drain on the service. It required exorbitant amounts

of pecuniary and human resources to detect and discharge

them and it saddled the training cadre with the burden of

training (and often retraining) soldiers who often proved

to be ultimately non-trainable.  Meyer also expressed a

concern that low-quality recruits could pose a threat to

the army’s future if they should earn promotion into the

ranks of the noncommissioned officer (NCO) corps.131

Despite his concerns, Meyer maintained (at least in

public) an apparent optimism about the troops under his

command.  In a letter to a Princeton undergraduate in 1980,

he stressed the importance the army had placed upon

screening out poor caliber recruits at entry.  Meyer

sympathized with the student’s concerns but assured him

that the army was recruiting quality soldiers.132  That was

the same message he delivered during a pre-command course
131 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 108.
132 Ibid., 141.



at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas earlier that same year.  To a

doubtless skeptical audience of field commanders, Meyer

insisted that the soldiers in the army at the time were

meeting “measures of operational performance in the

field.”133  Perhaps the most public forum that Meyer used was

his Uniformed Services Journal article of 1 November 1980

in which he maintained his assertion that all was well with

the quality of the All-Volunteer Force’s personnel at that

time.134  

But the data available to Meyer did not agree with his

apologia for the quality of army recruits. Could there

actually have been a large influx of poor quality personnel

that followed fast on the heels of the All-Volunteer Force?

Historically, the army measured a recruit’s “quality”

in terms of his “moral, physical, and mental attributes” in

accordance with the Selective Service Act of 1948.  The Act

prohibited the induction of anyone into the armed services

unless they were first found physically and mentally fit

for training and service under standards prescribed by the

Secretary of Defense.  Since 1950 the primary method for

determining “mental enlistment eligibility” had been the

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT).135  Service
133 Ibid., 108.
134 Ibid., 134.
135 U.S. Department of Defense, “An Assessment of All-Volunteer



applicants’ AFQT scores were divided into five mental

categories, Category I being the highest.  Category III was

the average while those who scored within Category V (the

lowest classification) were legally disqualified from

military service.136 
The army had experimented with lowering quality

standards for entry just before the creation of the AVF.

The increased manpower needs brought about by the war in

Vietnam, coupled with the lofty social aspirations of

President Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty, led to the

introduction of Project 100,000, a program designed to make

military training available to the disadvantaged and less

educated classes of American society through the lowering

of entry standards.  Initiated in 1966, the program was

placed under the direction of Secretary of Defense Robert

McNamara with the expressed aim of providing opportunities

for education and vocational training to the underclasses

in order to allow them access to the “American Dream.” For

all of the utility or altruism involved in Project 100,000,

the army’s experiment with lowering entry standards did not

prove to be “the panacea for struggling youth” in the
Force Recruits,” (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1976), 1-2.

136 Janice H. Laurence and Peter F. Ramsberger, Low-Aptitude Men
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United States nor advantageous for the army.137

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and

Reserve Affairs) authorized the various services to develop

their own methods for determining recruit eligibility in

1972, with the caveat that the scores from any new test had

to be able to be converted to AFQT percentile scores.

Additionally, Congress stipulated that it would deny funds

for non-prior service personnel during fiscal year 1974 if

the percentage of non-high school graduates within an

individual service exceeded 45 percent.  This restriction

was lifted when it became evident that it was preventing

the army from meeting its recruiting goals.  The army

developed the New Army Classification Battery to determine

basic eligibility and began to accept the Armed Service

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), provided it was

administered to high school students under the auspices of

the high school recruiting and testing program.  A 1975

Department of Defense (DOD) memorandum directed that as of

1 January 1976 the ASVAB would be the only test

administered by the Armed Forces Examining and Entrance

Stations (AFEES) in order to streamline the enlistment

process for the AVF.  However, DOD continued to allow each

of the services to use its own composite scoring in order

137 Ibid., 19-22, 139-141; Burkett and Whitley, Stolen Valor, 55.



to determine an applicant’s specific Military Occupational

Specialty (MOS) qualifications.138 
Initial quality assessments undertaken by the new

volunteer army were encouraging.  In fiscal year 1974 the

army met or surpassed guidelines established by the

Department of Defense Appropriations Act, which required

that at least 55 percent of new recruits be high school

graduates and that no less than 82 percent have AFQT scores

within the top three categories.  The army achieved 56.1

and 82.2 percent of new recruits within those categories

respectively.139  The army continued in its efforts to

improve the quality of accessions during fiscal year 1975

through raising the percentage of non-prior service

recruits with a high school diploma to 65 percent and

limiting prior service accessions to those with high school

diplomas and selected skills.  Additionally, the army

reduced to 10 percent the amount of non-prior service

enlistees who scored within the lowest acceptable mental

ranking (Category IV) on the ASVAB.  These results provided

reason for optimism and the hope of greater improvement in

the recruiting of high-quality first-time enlistees for the

following year.140

138 Department of Defense, “Assessment,” 2-3, 16-20.
139 Cocke, Historical Summary 1974, 51.
140 Cocke, Historical Summary 1975, 37-38.



The army labored to maintain a high level of quality

among its non-prior service enlistees throughout fiscal

year 1976.  Preferring a “relatively minor decline in total

strength to a major decrease in the quality of enlistees,”

the army reduced its recruiting and re-enlistment

objectives by thousands.141  The army boasted of an

improvement in the educational level of the overall

enlisted force for the year, pointing to an increase of 4.3

percent in the number of high school graduates from the

previous year, bringing the total to 82.2 percent.  But the

greatest reason for optimism for the army in 1976 was the

marked increase in enlistees who scored within the top

three mental aptitude categories of the ASVAB and a

decrease in the numbers of those scoring in the lowest

acceptable category.  Army statistics for 1976 (including

the transition quarter) demonstrated increases from the

previous year in the number of soldiers scoring in

Categories I, II, and III of .4, .6, and 1.3 percent,

respectively, while Category IV scores fell by 2.3

percent.142  Likewise, the officer corps received a lift as

Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) accessions rose for

only the second year since the 1966-67 school year,

141 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 35-37.
142 Ibid., 40.



providing the largest source of commissioned personnel for

the army during the year.143 
The army continued in its effort to winnow substandard

soldiers from the ranks in 1976 through the Trainee

Discharge and the Expeditious Discharge programs.  The

former was aimed at identifying and removing soldiers with

less than 180 days of service that had not demonstrated the

ability to adapt to army life, while the latter sought to

discharge unproductive soldiers with six to thirty-six

months of service.  However, other army programs may have

hampered these goals.  For example, the army allowed

soldiers with general court-martial convictions or more

than fifteen days of absence without leave to request a

waiver of these disqualifications and re-enlist.  Although

a laudable effort to provide otherwise good soldiers with a

second chance to succeed in the army, these policies may

have led to the retention of marginal and undisciplined

soldiers.144

In spite of record low funding for the AVF in fiscal

year 1977 the army reported that it again had prevented a

decline in the quality of prior and non-prior service

soldiers.  In fact, the army’s highest ranking

143 Ibid., 35-37, 39, 41.
144 Ibid., 38-39.



noncommissioned officer, Sergeant Major of the Army William

G. Bainbridge, felt confident enough in the quality of the

American soldier to declare him “of the highest caliber”

and declaring that he inspired enormous confidence in the

army’s fighting ability.145  Several indicators appeared to

bolster these assessments.  The goal of obtaining a minimum

56 percent of non-prior service males with high school

diplomas was exceeded slightly, as were established

standards for non-prior service females (89.9 percent).

The army valued enlistees with high school diplomas or the

equivalent because they tended to be highly motivated,

disciplined, and more likely to complete their enlistment

obligations.146  
In addition, the army either initiated or continued

several programs to ensure recruit quality during fiscal

year 1977.  Soldiers who had exhibited outstanding

performance during basic training, for example, were

assigned to their hometowns after Advanced Individual

Training (AIT) to act as aides to the area recruiters.

While on temporary duty there for thirty days, these

soldiers related their impressions and experiences to

145 SMA William G. Bainbridge, “Sergeant Major of the Army:

‘Today’s Volunteer is a Quality Soldier,” Army (October 1977): 28.
146 Panella, Historical Summary 1977, 40.



friends, peers, parents, teachers, and community leaders.

The aim of the program was for the aides, through their

acquaintance with the audiences to which they spoke, to

bring potential enlistees of high quality to the

recruiters’ attention.147  
In an effort to prevent fraudulent enlistments, the

army established the Entrance National Agency Check (ENTAC)

at the Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations, which

submitted requests to the Defense Investigative Service for

review.  With the purpose of increasing the number of

higher aptitude enlistees, the army revised its testing

policy on 1 June 1977, allowing prior-service personnel to

retake the ASVAB at any time if they wished to attempt to

improve their score.  Previously, only individuals without

prior service were permitted to take the test again after

failing to score satisfactorily.  And finally, installation

commanders in the grade of major general or above were

given authorization to re-enlist “exceptionally qualified”

soldiers in their current MOS.  The “commander’s override”

permitted the soldier to waive required training in another

specialty.  However, the army also continued policies that

may have hampered its goal of building a quality force.

During the transition from the MOS evaluation to the Skill

147 Ibid., 40-41.



Qualification Test (SQT), for example, the minimum MOS

evaluation score necessary for promotion to E-6 was reduced

from 110 to 100.  In addition, soldiers scoring well below

the minimum (80-99) could obtain a waiver in order to gain

promotion in spite of their poor score.148 
Other statistics from fiscal year 1977 cast a shadow

upon the army’s confidence in the quality of its soldiers.

Although standards for recruiting soldiers with high school

diplomas were exceeded, there was a conspicuous decline in

the overall mental aptitude of the recruits entering

service that year.  The proportion of recruits in metal

groups I-IIIA sank to 45.7 percent from the high of 57.6

percent achieved during fiscal year 1975.  Clearly,

possession of a high school diploma did not guarantee that

a recruit had the aptitude to be successful in the army.149 
The army reported a considerable improvement in the

overall mental aptitude level of its recruits for fiscal

year 1978, with those scoring within mental groups I-IIIA

representing 51.3 percent of the total recruiting class.

An astounding 100 percent of the female recruits without

prior service scored in those categories.  The recruitment

of such a high percentage of women scoring in the top

148 Ibid., 40-45.
149 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 49.



mental categories was achieved in spite of the fact that

the army had lowered the minimum acceptable score on the

Armed Forces Women’s Selection Test by nine points.  In

contrast, only 43.3 percent of their male counterparts (who

represented 79 percent of recruits for the year) placed as

well in the mental categories.  Moreover, of the males 38.2

percent tested within group IIIB and 10.5 percent scored

within group IV, the lowest acceptable category.  But among

the positive results, the army reported a 2.3 percent

increase in high school graduates from the previous year,

representing a 28.5 percent rise over fiscal year 1972.150 
The army continued in its attempt to improve methods

for maintaining soldier quality as it began to use SQT

scores for the first time in fiscal year 1978 in order to

determine promotion and reenlistment eligibility.  In May

of that year the minimum score necessary to qualify for

reenlistment was increased from 60 percent (or at least the

eleventh percentile) to 80 percent (or the top half of

their MOS).  The purpose of the test was to ascertain the

proficiency of a soldier within his military specialty and

determine whether it was to the army’s advantage to

continue to train and/ or promote that soldier.  In turn,

the army denied re-enlistment to those who did not display

150 Ibid., 49-50.



satisfactory performance during their enlistment through

its qualitative management program.  The program also

screened personnel in grades E-6 through E-8 and E-5’s with

at least eleven years of service and command sergeants

major selection boards reviewed all personnel in grade E-9

who were eligible for promotion.  However, the army

exempted soldiers who had completed twenty-eight years of

federal service and command sergeants major, regardless of

time in service, from the screening process.  The army

denied enlistment altogether to several groups of potential

enlistees of marginal quality.  They included many non-high

school graduates, persons scoring within Category IV on the

ASVAB, males seventeen years of age scoring in Category

IIIB, and men twenty-three years of age or older with

Category IIIB ASVAB scores who had also not completed the

eleventh grade.151  
It thus appeared that the army had every reason to be

optimistic about the quality of its soldiery at the

conclusion of fiscal year 1978.  It claimed that 74 percent

of the active force’s enlisted personnel had at least a

high school diploma or the equivalent, that another 9.5

percent had some college education, and that 2.3 were

college graduates.  In comparison, the army pointed out

151 Ibid., 48, 51-52.



that only 14.2 percent of the enlisted force had not

completed high school, as compared to 16.4 percent, 22.1

percent, and 28.7 percent in fiscal years 1977, 1975, and

1973, respectively.152 
However, fiscal year 1979 was not a kind one to the

army.  Although it blamed over-ambitious goals and an

improved U.S. economy for its recruiting shortfalls, the

fact remained that the army was alarmingly short of

personnel.  Still, the army leadership continued to insist

that in spite of the difficulty it had experienced in

recruiting, those it was enlisting were of high quality.

They emphasized that fully 39 percent of first-term

soldiers re-enlisted during the year, the highest

percentage on record for the AVF.  And, as in years past,

the army heralded the upward curve in the overall education

level of the troops, citing statistics that 86 percent of

the total enlisted force was high school graduates (an

increase of nearly 15 percent since the end of the draft).

However, other evidence undermines the army’s quality

assessments and provides a better indication of the

difficulties the army actually faced in acquiring quality

recruits.153

Among the army’s challenges in 1979 was the continued
152 Ibid., 53-54.
153 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 49, 53, 55.



difficulty it had recruiting women.  Despite the 1978

reduction in the minimum score required on the selection

test, the army was still unable to attain its goals.

Therefore, in April of 1979, the army reduced its standards

again and allowed females with high school diplomas who

scored between 31 and 49 on the selection test to enlist.

Beginning fiscal year 1980 the selection test requirements

were again lowered for females so as to be in concert with

the male standards.  This meant that all females (with or

without high school diplomas) who scored at least 31 would

be eligible for enlistment.  In addition, the army began

allowing women who scored between 16 and 30 to enlist as

well, although a ceiling of 10 percent was placed upon

those in this category (the same was already true for

males).154 
The army also sought to stimulate enlistments among

males, with quality often becoming a casualty.  Enlistment

opportunities were re-opened to seventeen-year-old males

who had not completed high school, so long as they scored

satisfactorily on the Military Applicant Profile test—a new

examination designed to “indicate adaptability and

motivation for military service” rather than mental

aptitude per se.155  Moreover, the decision was made to lower
154 Ibid., 49-50.
155 Ibid., 50.



the minimum SQT score necessary for promotion to grades E-5

and E-6 at the beginning of fiscal year 1980 from 80 to

60.156 
Other admissions by the army underscore the serious

difficulties it was experiencing in obtaining quality

soldiers during the recruiting and retention crisis of the

1970s.  During fiscal year 1979 the army conducted a formal

investigation after computer analysis provided by the

Military Enlistment Processing Command detected that

recruiters may have coached potential enlistees on their

entrance examinations.  This investigation was later

expanded to include other recruiting irregularities.

Ultimately, the investigation team visited thirty-one

installations throughout the United States, as well as

units overseas in West Germany and in Korea.  Thirty-eight

percent of the 6,650 soldiers interviewed during the

investigation provided information that indicated

malpractice by recruiters.  The violations included

furnishing word lists and other elements of the

qualification tests to the applicants, falsification of

educational levels, fraudulent use of blank high school

diplomas, concealment of police records and disqualifying

medical information, possession of blank social security

156 Ibid., 55.



cards, fabricated W-2 tax forms, illegal retesting,

inappropriate involvement by Job Corps and AFEES personnel,

and the improper transfer of enlistment credits among

recruiters and districts.  By the end of the fiscal year,

five officers and 187 NCOs had been relieved of duty,

several NCOs had court-martial charges preferred, nineteen

cases were referred to the Criminal Investigation Command,

and three cases were referred to the Military Enlistment

Processing Command.  Just how many unqualified applicants

actually made it into uniform as a result of poor

recruiting is unclear.157 
Perhaps the most shocking indication that recruit

quality was declining, despite the army’s assurances that

it was not, was the percentage of functionally illiterate

soldiers.  In spite of the overall increase in formal

education among its personnel, the army estimated that 6

percent of the force in fiscal year 1979 could not

understand written English above the fifth grade level.

Although well below the national average of 21 percent, it

was nonetheless alarming, and required that the army

completely rewrite many of its training manuals using

“simpler, less sophisticated language.”158  In addition to
157 Ibid., 52-53.
158 Ibid., 55; “Some At Third Grade: Recruit Reading Level Drops

to 8th Grade,” Army Times, 11 February 1980, 11.



amending a great deal of its literature (to what one critic

described as “comic book level”), the army instituted a

reading program with the hopes of raising the reading

ability of its soldiers to at least the ninth grade level.159

The catastrophic recruiting shortfall of 1979 forced

the army to re-examine its manpower priorities during the

next fiscal year, at the expense of quality.  Although the

army exceeded its overall enlisted personnel accession

objectives for the year and posted a net gain of over

thirty-one thousand recruits from the previous fiscal year,

it fell approximately thirteen thousand personnel short of

its goal for high school graduates in 1980.  Only 54.3

percent of recruits without prior service possessed high

school diplomas, a decline of nearly 10 percent in only one

year.  
While the army recognized that it was having

increasing difficulty in acquiring and retaining high

quality soldiers, it continued to maintain that the problem

was no more severe than during the years of conscription.

And though it realized that the volunteers entering the new

force were less than ideal, the army claimed it was content

with the caliber of soldiers entering the service

159 Moskos, “The Human Element,” 131; Boldan, Historical Summary
1979, 55.



throughout the decade of the 1970s.  But a Department of

Defense revelation made in the early months of 1980 would

rock the very foundations upon which the army had built its

confidence in its soldiers.160  
During his testimony on military posture before the

House Committee on Armed Services in February 1980 the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Reserve

Affairs, and Logistics, Robert B. Pirie, Jr., dropped a

bombshell.  Pirie informed the committee that the

Department of Defense had discovered that the ASVAB scores

utilized by the army for determining enlistment eligibility

were inadvertently inflated, meaning that a large

proportion of recruits that entered the service from 1976

to 1980 had actually scored lower on the mental aptitude

(AFQT) portion of the ASVAB than was originally believed,

especially those scoring in the lower area of the tests

(Category IV).  For nearly five years, men and women who

were, at best, under-qualified as well as those who had

failed to meet minimum mental aptitude standards altogether

had been enlisted into the army.  This miscalibration, or

“misnorming” as it was later termed, had led the army to

believe it was obtaining recruits of acceptable quality and

ability when just the opposite was true.  Skeptics were

160 Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 76-77.



incredulous about the Department of Defense’s ASVAB mea

culpa.  They pointed to the timing of the DOD confession

with suspicion because it coincided with President Carter’s

renewed call for peacetime draft registration following the

Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan.  Others believed

that the belated admission by DOD was delayed in order to

allow the AVF a chance to take hold and become a permanent

fixture of the Armed Forces.  But Defense Department

officials were insistent that the delayed disclosure of the

test errors was inadvertent; the fact that their discovery

and revelation occurred simultaneously with the president’s

call for draft registration was purely coincidental.

Whatever the merits of the “dumb or dishonest” debate, the

fact remained that the army had accepted thousands of men

and women into uniform that it otherwise would (and should)

have rejected.161 
In retrospect, the problems encountered with the ASVAB

were so glaring that it is difficult to understand how the

test continued in use as long as it did.  The army chose

the test as its standard because it had been in use for

some time by all of the services in the high schools of the

United States.  However, the frenetic manner in which the

161 Ibid., 79-80; Laurence and Ramsberger, Low Aptitude Men in

Military, 71-72.



ASVAB was established as the common vehicle for testing

applicants for all of the services had virtually insured

that mistakes would be made.  Deadlines for implementation

of a finalized version of the ASVAB were delayed due to

widespread skepticism towards the common test by all the

services.  The navy wanted to be certain that the test

results would be useful for its own distinct needs.  The

air force was insistent that completely new testing items

be created for the ASVAB.  For its part, the army voiced

objections over the degree of difficulty of the questions

and delayed production of the test until easier items could

be substituted, especially those that related to the lower

categories of the test.  Though service reservations

continued, the Department of Defense finally set an

arbitrary deadline and the new ASVAB was implemented as the

common selection test on 1 January 1976.162 
Flaws in the ASVAB were discovered almost immediately

after the army initiated its use but bureaucratic inertia

caused nearly five years to pass before the test was

amended.  In April 1976 the navy discovered a pronounced

increase in the number of scores within the top two

categories—far more than was the case before the advent of

the ASVAB.  The Marine Corps reported that the results

162 Laurence and Ramsberger, Low-Aptitude Men in Military, 74-75.



appeared to be skewed towards the lower end of the scale as

well, with a marked decrease in the amount of scores

falling into those categories.  Because the other services

reported no irregularities in their accession data, only

the problems with the upper end of the conversion table

were corrected.  The Marine Corps therefore initiated an

investigation that demonstrated that the lower end of the

ASVAB was producing artificially inflated scores.  The

Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) confirmed the Marine Corps’

findings.  In response to the CNA investigation, the

Department of Defense commissioned two additional studies

of its own that were completed in 1978.  The results were

conclusive—the ASVAB had produced grossly inflated scores,

especially among those applicants who had scored in the

lower categories.163 

The root of the misnorming crisis was the manner in

which the test scores on the new ASVAB were interpreted

relative to those of the old AFQT scores used to access

enlistment fitness in the past.  First, in an effort to

maintain some degree of consistency, the Department of

Defense continued to use the same reference sampling—the

World War II mobilization population—for the new test.  All

new test scores were to be calibrated according to how they

163 Ibid., 75.



compared to those of the officers and enlisted personnel in

service as of 31 December 1944.  By comparing raw scores on

the new test with percentile rankings of the sample group,

the new test could be calibrated so as to obtain consistent

aptitude assessments.  However, the World War II recruits

had taken neither the AFQT nor the ASVAB, rather they had

taken either the Army General Classification Test (AGCT) or

the Navy General Classification Test (NGCT).  When the AFQT

was introduced in 1950 it was assumed that the data were

interchangeable.  In practice, they were not.  

A second problem was that the mechanics used to

calibrate the new ASVAB were haphazard.  Rather than

testing the new group with the old, new, and current

versions of the test, the ASVAB Working Group, tasked with

calibrating the new ASVAB scores, took shortcuts in order

to expedite the testing process.  In order to reconcile the

upper end of the distribution, statistics from recruits in

the navy and air force were incorporated despite the fact

that these took only the new and old versions of the test,

not the operational one used by the army.  For the low end

scoring, army applicants were tested using only the

operational test (the ACB-73) and the new test.  The upper

end of the distribution was probably compromised by the

army’s failure to account for accurate guesses on the part



of participants.  

These problems were further compounded by AFEES staff

who had cut corners during the administration of the test.

Having been given a quota to fill of applicants testing

below the fiftieth percentile on the AFQT, AFEES

administrators aimed to meet these criteria more quickly by

giving the operational test first, saving valuable testing

time.  Testing was further expedited through the use of

personnel in the Delayed Entry Program (DEP) who had

earlier scored below 50 and were returning to AFEES for

final processing.  They were given the new test, with their

previous scores included as if they had taken the old as

part of the calibration process.  

This practice compromised the testing conditions and

results in several ways.  The DEP personnel were already

qualified in terms of aptitude, thus the army failed to

sample enough people at the low end of the distribution.

It can also be assumed that the DEP applicants were

motivated to score higher on the “real” test as opposed to

the initial one taken months earlier, and, as was later

discovered, many applicants had been coached on the

operational test by recruiters.  As a result, the scores

from the new testing group were inflated and thought to be

indicative of a higher comparable score to the old test



group.164 
The results of the misnorming were devastating; the

army’s quality assessments that had bolstered its argument

that the All-Volunteer Force was a success were dashed.

The army had originally reported that for fiscal years 1976

through 1980 approximately 55 to 75 percent of accessions

had scored in the Category III range while only 10 percent

or less accounted for Category IV enlistments.  Actually,

applicants testing in Category III accounted for just fewer

than 55 percent in 1976, just over 35 percent during the

following two years, and approximately 40 percent by 1980.

The discrepancies between original army reports and the

actual number of applicants scoring within the Category IV

range was more alarming.  Initial estimates put the number

of non-prior service enlistees scoring in this range at

between 5 and 10 percent for the period of 1976-1980, but

in actuality, the number of personnel who scored in the

lower aptitude categories represented nearly half of all

accessions for the period.  The score re-calibrations

showed that in 1979 and 1980 alone, 46 and 52 percent of

army recruits actually should have been classified in

Category IV, respectively.  (Congress later placed a

statutory ceiling on the number of Category IV personnel

164 Ibid., 75-82.



that would be allowed to enlist at 20 percent.)  The

problem was compounded by the amount of time it took to

discover, assess, and amend the ASVAB misnorming.

Amazingly, even after the misnorming problem was corrected,

the new test was not implemented until the next fiscal year

(1 October 1980).  The three-month delay was purportedly to

“prevent confusion in the field.”165 

By 1980 it appeared that the opponents of the All-

Volunteer Force had been correct in prognosticating that

the end of the draft would result in the army being forced

to accept soldiers of low or poor quality in order to

attain its manpower requirements.  The difficulties in

recruiting a sufficient number of soldiers experienced

after 1975 had forced the army to relax or eliminate

certain entry standards in order to meet recruiting

requirements, bolstering the contention from critics that

soldier quality was eroding.  The cry grew to a fever pitch

when it was discovered that negligence and incompetence had

resulted in the enlistment of troops who were originally

thought to be of acceptable aptitude and quality, but who

were in actuality of much lower caliber.  The AVF had

staggered through the 1970s leaving soldier quality in its

wake. 

165 Ibid., 65, 67, 76; Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 80.



CHAPTER V

SOLDIER BEHAVIOR

It has been established that the post-Vietnam army

suffered from severe (almost incapacitating) recruiting

shortages, retention deficits, and a marked decline in

soldier quality.  These maladies, although severe when

considered individually, conspired to create another

problem for the army that proved to be of equal concern.

The urgency required by the army to fill and maintain its

hemorrhaging ranks led the military leadership to lower



entry standards in varying degrees throughout the decade.

This, along with the ASVAB misnorming fiasco and the poor

quality of life endured by the poorly paid, inadequately

housed soldiers of the AVF, attracted a large proportion of

personnel who ordinarily would have been disqualified from

service.  This resulted in what many opponents of the AVF

had predicted, a “morally hollow” army, as well as a

physically hollow one.

There are several aspects by which one may judge the

moral fiber of an army, a number far too great to attempt

here.  This chapter will therefore focus upon some of the

more obvious, empirical examples of misconduct and

misbehavior exhibited by the soldiers of the period and

their impact upon the Hollow Army.

Although the army had largely left Vietnam by 1973, it

was not as clear that Vietnam had left the army.  Many of

the afflictions that had plagued the army in the jungles of

Southeast Asia had followed the soldiers home.166  Not least

among them was the prevalence of drug use among the

soldiery, which had adversely affected the army’s fighting

ability and morale in Vietnam and was threatening to do the

166 Alfred W. McCoy with Cathleen B. Read and Leonard P. Adams

III, The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia (New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1972), 222.



same to the AVF as it got underway mid-way through 1973.167 

The use of illegal substances by soldiers was a

problem that “continued to drain [the] strength” of the AVF

throughout the 1970s, eventually reaching such proportions

that in 1978 the United States House of Representatives

Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control declared

the problem “severe enough to impair the national

defense.”168  
The most prevalent drug offense was the use and/or

possession of marijuana and hashish among soldiers.

Although the instances of the offense declined during the

period of 1977-1980 from the first three years of the AVF,

still almost 1 percent (7.22 per thousand personnel) of the

total number of incidents of indiscipline (as the army

termed it) were the result of marijuana possession or use

among army personnel from 1974-1980.169  It was estimated

that almost one soldier in five (19.6 percent) in Europe

167 Walton, Tarnished Shield, 39, 79-95; Colonel Olen D. Thornton,

“The Vietnam Connection,” in Human Relations in the Military: Problems

and Programs, ed. George Henderson (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1975), 163-
166.

168 Boldan, ed., Historical Summary 1979, 3.  Cocke et al.,

Historical Summary 1978, 68.
169 Boldan, ed., Historical Summary 1979, 86; Brown, ed.,

Historical Summary 1980, 121.



smoked some form of cannabis on a regular basis.170

Although it was greatly disquieted by the predominance

of marijuana, of greater concern to the army was the use of

“hard drugs” among army personnel, especially those who

were stationed in Europe where a “significant minority” of

army personnel were addicted to heroin.171  Although army

leaders were quick to assert that the drug problem in

USAREUR had peaked in 1973, they did admit that there was

an alarming increase in the use of heroin and other hard

drugs among the troops in the years that followed.172

According to an expert on drug abuse in the army’s Medical

Command (MEDCOM) in 1979, urinalysis results indicated that

approximately 5 percent of the soldiers tested in USAREUR

each month showed positive traces of one or more of the

five illicit substances for which the army tested—heroin,

amphetamines, barbiturates, PCP, and Mandrax, a German drug

that could be purchased without a prescription.  In

addition, other indicators of increased drug use, such as

drug-related deaths and the spread of hepatitis among army

170 Marion Corddry, “USAREUR Takes Aim: War in Europe: The Enemy

is Troop Drug Use,” Army (Jan 1975): 34.
171 Scales, Certain Victory, 1.
172 Gene Famiglietti and Jim Tice, “Europe Commanders Interviewed:

Blanchard: Drugs, Alcohol, SQTs,” Army Times, 12 February 1979, 26.



personnel, continued to rise.173  
The rampant use and easy availability of drugs in

Western Europe proved, ironically, to be an advantage for

the army’s recruiting efforts.  Several soldiers

interviewed by Army Times reported knowing of many recruits

who had joined the army with the hopes of being assigned to

Germany for no other reason than to participate in “the

great drug scene”—often waiting no more than an hour after

reporting to their duty station to inquire where “the good

dope buys” were to be found.174  Those soldiers who sought

illegal drugs often had to travel little further than the

army posts themselves where “base employees, maids,

bartenders, prostitutes, taxi drivers, and even kids from

nearby towns or villages” found a “ready market” among the

GI populations.175  In fiscal year 1979 alone more than

eighty-two hundred soldiers were admitted to the

rehabilitation phase of the army’s Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Prevention and Control Program (ADAPCP) and approximately

40 percent of the patients at the Landstuhl Human Resources

Center in Germany were admitted due to drug-related

maladies.176  The USAREUR-wide picture of drug abuse was
173 “Europe Troop Drug Abuse Rising,” Army Times, 5 March 1979,

26.
174 Ibid.
175 Thornton, “Vietnam Connection,” 166.
176 Boldan, Historical Summary 1979, 90-91; Corddry, “USAREUR



bleak, indeed; of the total European contingent, nearly 20

percent of soldiers admitted to smoking cannabis at least

once a month, while 1.5 percent admitted the same for

opiates, and 7.8 percent for the use of any hard drug.177

Compounding the problem, army officials expected nearly 300

tons of opium to become available for sale in Western

Europe between 1979 and 1981.178 
There were several reasons cited for the increase in

illicit drug use among army personnel during the decade.

Among these was the increasing use and acceptance of drugs

throughout American society at large.179  But the primary

reason, especially for the USAREUR soldier, appeared to be

the loneliness and isolation brought about from being

stationed in a foreign land at such a distance from home. A

great number of the soldiers stationed in Europe were

eighteen-year-old men in their initial term of enlistment.

Meyer believed that this loneliness and isolation was

“directly related to poor discipline” and that drug use

provided a way for lonely soldiers to “define group

Takes Aim,” 35.
177 Corddry, “USAREUR Takes Aim,” 37.
178 “Europe Drug Abuse Rising,” 26.
179 Major Stephen D. Wesbrook, “The Alienated Soldier: Legacy of

Our Society,” Army (December 1979): 18; Walton, Tarnished Shield, 95;

Meyer, Chief of Staff, 4.



membership” (a view also held by many experts who have

studied drug addiction).180  As General George S. Blanchard,

USAREUR Commander in 1979, explained, young soldiers in

Europe had to contend not only with demanding and dangerous

working conditions, but also with homesickness and the

prospect of a three-year tour.181  Many soldiers complained

that the loneliness and depression that accompanied being

stationed overseas was often enough to drive them to

experiment with drugs in order to cope with (or suppress)

their feelings of isolation.182  
The army bore at least a small portion of the blame

for the poor morale among USAREUR soldiers. Many of the

lower-ranking personnel (especially unmarried soldiers)

were prohibited from obtaining driver’s licenses and were,

therefore, largely restricted to the army installations and

the nearby areas in their search for off-duty activities.

The failure of the army to provide activities to occupy

their time led many soldiers into the drug scene. As one

180 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 245; George Henderson, “The Use and

Abuse of Alcohol and Narcotics,” in Human Relations in the Military:

Problems and Programs, ed. George Henderson (Chicago: Nelson-Hall,
1975), 151.

181 Famiglietti and Tice, “Drugs, Alcohol, SQTs”, 26.
182  “Long, Lonely Tours Foster O’sea Drug Use,” Army Times, 19

February 1979, 14.



soldier succinctly explained it, the drug problem in

USAREUR could be contributed in large part to the fact that

the “tours are too long, and there’s not enough to do.”183  
As bad as the drug problem was for the army, it was

not the leadership’s primary concern as far as troop

behavior and performance were concerned.  Army Secretary

Clifford L. Alexander and Shy Meyer’s predecessor as army

Chief of Staff, General Bernard W. Rogers, lamented in 1979

that, while illicit drug use was widespread and the army

was taking great pains to address and correct that problem,

one of the army’s oldest adversaries, alcohol, was “the

most widely abused substance among soldiers of all grades”

in the army.184  And Meyer minced no words in asserting that

alcohol, rather than drugs, had made “the biggest impact on

readiness” in the post-Vietnam army and was the “larger of

the two problems.”185   
Meyer’s assessment of the affects of alcohol upon the

troops, and in turn the readiness of the post-Vietnam army,

were not the first time attention was turned to the subject

during the decade.  As early as 1972 the army realized that

alcohol abuse among the soldiery was having a “greater

adverse impact upon duty performance than all other drug

183 Ibid.
184 “Drugs, Alcohol, SQTs,” 26.

185 Meyer, Chief of Staff, 232.



abuse combined.”186  That same year the army issued a

circular detailing its approach for dealing with the

problem of alcohol abuse through “education and training,

law enforcement, and community and recreational efforts

that [would] provide alternatives” to drinking.187  In

addition, the U.S. Army Drug & Alcohol Rehabilitation

Training Course was begun, graduating 260 counselors in its

first class.  However, these efforts to curb alcohol abuse

not withstanding, in fiscal year 1975 over one thousand

soldiers were admitted to the Army Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Program each month, despite the 200,000 dollars the army

invested in audio-visual and printed anti-alcohol

materials.  In addition, an astounding nine thousand

civilian employees and army dependents were admitted to the

program during that same year.188 
Alcohol abuse continued to be a major problem for the

army during the following years, despite the army’s

186 Bell, Historical Summary 1972, 87.
187 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 75; United States

Department of Defense, Department of the Army, Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Interchange (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972),
1-8.

188 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 75; Cocke, Historical

Summary 1975, 47-48.



attempts to “deglamorize [sic] alcohol.”189  In fiscal year

1977, for example, 2,748 soldiers entered alcohol treatment

programs in the first quarter alone and the numbers grew

almost exponentially by the end of the decade.  Nearly

sixteen thousand soldiers entered alcohol abuse

rehabilitation programs in fiscal year 1979 (accounting for

66 percent of all personnel in rehabilitation), with that

figure increasing the following year to just over twenty-

four thousand personnel.190

In addition to the prevention and rehabilitation

programs mentioned above, the army took several practical

actions to try to curb excessive drinking practices among

its personnel throughout the decade.  Included among these

were the curtailment of drinking during duty hours, the

reduction or elimination of “happy hour” specials at the

clubs on post, a prohibition against “stacking” drinks for

customers just prior to the end of the drinking hour, and a

ban against the use of alcoholic beverages as prizes in

contests and games.  Individual commanders initiated their

own post-level attempts to remedy the problem, as well.
189 Famiglietti and Tice, “Drugs, Alcohol, SQTs,” 26; Eric C.

Ludvigsen, “Alcohol Abuse In the Army: New Campaign Against Tough Old

Adversary,” Army (July 1977): 21.
190 Ludvigsen, “Alcohol Abuse in the Army,” 21; Boldan, Historical
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One commander, in an effort to reduce the number of Driving

Under the Influence (DUI) infractions booked big-name

entertainment for the troops, brought in modern exercise

machines for use in the gym, and opened a Burger King on

the post.191

Despite its best efforts to the contrary, alcoholism

continued to dog the post-Vietnam army, with disastrous

results.  The army lost millions of dollars in pay and

allowances, uncounted man-hours, and many lives due to

excessive drinking among its personnel.  But the statistics

do not adequately reflect the frightening proportions of

the army’s alcohol problems.  Contemporary reports by the

Government Accounting Office (GAO) indicated that although

great numbers of troops received treatment for alcohol-

related problems, they paled in comparison to the far

larger number of soldiers who neither sought nor received

assistance.192  But above all, the recruiting and retention

shortfalls that were plaguing the army during this period

were exacerbated by the loss of numerous personnel who were

either forced out of the service or denied re-enlistment

because of alcohol-related disciplinary actions.193

191 Famiglietti and Tice, “Drugs, Alcohol, SQTs,” 26; Ludvigsen,

“Alcohol Abuse In the Army,” 21; Schwarzkopf, It Doesn’t Take a Hero,
260.
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The number of courts-martial held during the time of

this study also provides a valuable assessment of the state

of troop behavior within the army.  Fiscal year 1973, the

first year of the AVF, provided the army with reasons for

optimism as the number of courts-martial (22,798) decreased

from those of the previous year.  However, the army

attributed the decrease more to the overall force strength

reductions undertaken following the army’s withdrawal from

Vietnam and the cessation of the draft rather than any

behavioral changes in army personnel.194  
The following year saw only a slight decrease in

courts-martial of all types as the army tried just fewer

than twenty-two thousand cases.  The first marked decrease

in the AVF was made in fiscal year 1975 as courts-martial

decreased by 26 percent.  This trend continued the

following year with only 10,404 incidences of judicial

action being taken against army personnel. The number of

courts-martial continued to decline throughout the

following three years, with fiscal year 1979 seeing the

lowest number of such disciplinary actions for the entire

decade. However, the arrival of the 1980s found a reversal

in the army’s promising discipline figures as courts-

194 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 76; Cocke, et. al,
Historical Summary 1976, 50.



martial of all types increased by 19 percent to 9,270 cases

over those of fiscal year 1979. But overall, the army

appeared to be making progress in reducing the number of

court-martialed soldiers during the early, experimental

years of the AVF.195

Nevertheless, as Shy Meyer took the army’s reins in

1979 the gains that had been made were eradicated (and

ultimately reversed) as the numbers of soldiers receiving

judicial punishment were again on the rise. Moreover, the

reduction in the amount of courts-martial did not

necessarily indicate a positive trend in troop behavior.

Such statistics must be balanced and considered against the

non-judicial punishments meted out during the same period.

This is primarily because infractions that in the past had

fallen under the authority of a court-martial were

increasingly handled by unit commanders in the form of non-

judicial punishment under the authority of Article 15 of

the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  From the

outset of the AVF the army afforded commanders greater

latitude in administering punishment at the company or

battalion level, rather than through formal channels.  So,
195 Cocke, Historical Summary 1974, 65; Cocke, Historical Summary

1975, 51; Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 50; Panella,

Historical Summary 1977, 62; Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 85;

Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 119.



although courts-martial were down for the most part during

the decade, the number of Article 15s remained largely

unchanged (and at high levels) on the aggregate, reaching

nearly 150,000 by fiscal year 1979.196

Also a concern for the post-Vietnam army was the crime

rate among army personnel.  Here again the army had (at

least temporarily) reason for optimism as the army

witnessed a decrease in the numbers of both violent and

property crimes committed from fiscal years 1975 through

1978.  However, just as was the case for courts-martial,

the army again saw a reversal to the positive trend as the

incidents of both types of crime increased by fiscal year

1980.  That year alone saw the expansion of incidents of

violent and property crime by 9 and 4 percent,

respectively. More alarming was that in fiscal year 1980

the average prison population within the army grew by an

amazing 47 percent from fiscal year 1978 and 31 percent

from 1979!197  
Even though there was a decreasing trend in all forms

of crime for the majority of the first decade of the AVF,

there was still reason for concern as the actual rate of

violent and property crimes perpetrated were quite high.
196 Bell and Cocke, Historical Summary 1973, 77; Boldan,

Historical Summary 1979, 85; Brown, Historical Summary 1980, 121.
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The averages of 7.0 and 82.25 incidents of violent and

property crime per one thousand army personnel,

respectively, from fiscal years 1973 to 1980 were much

higher than the averages for the United States as a whole

which averaged just 4.84 incidents of violent and 46.48

incidents of property crime per thousand people for the

same period.198

198 Although specific figures for each fiscal year may be found in
the corresponding historical summaries, tables delineating that
information for the entire period 1973-1980 may be found by looking in

Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 51 and Brown, Historical Summary

1980, 121.  Likewise, crime statistics for the United States may be
found in the annual United States Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Crime in the United States: FBI Uniform Crime Reports for the United

States (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office) for the
years 1974-1980. 



Two of the most important indicators of indiscipline

for an army are the incidents of desertion and soldiers

listed as Absent Without Leave (AWOL).  Again, the army’s

Vietnam experience was a factor as it entered into its

first decade of absolute volunteerism.  Desertion rates

have historically increased during wartime, and it was no

different for the United States Army, which endured a high

number of desertions while it was mired in Southeast Asia.199

However, that trend quickly reversed itself once the army

extricated itself from Vietnam in 1973.  
With fiscal year 1974 came a 20 percent decrease in

the numbers of deserters from the previous year and there

was a further decline in fiscal year 1975 of 38 percent (to

26.0 per thousand).200  The desertion rate continued to ebb

the following year, growing only slightly in fiscal year

1977, and decreasing again until there were seventy-five

hundred fewer incidents of desertion in fiscal year 1978

than in fiscal year 1975 (10,301 total).201  
However, the encouraging signs proved ephemeral.

199 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1976, 51.
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Although the desertion rate had decreased by more than 50

percent from 1974 to 1979, there was an increase in the

number of incidents by more than fifteen hundred in fiscal

year 1979 over that of the previous year and a further

increase of 8 percent the first fiscal year of the new

decade.202  Many army commanders attributed much of the rise

in the desertion rate to the virtual abandonment of

punitive action taken by the army against deserters.  A GAO

report recommended that apprehension efforts be abandoned

and that deserting soldiers be discharged in absentia after

a predetermined period of absence from service.  Congress

therefore reduced the funding made available for pursuit

and apprehension of deserters.  The predictions that

removing punitive consequences for desertion would lead to

a decline in troop morale and an unwanted increase in

“discipline trends” (read “desertion”) saw fruition almost

immediately.203 
The AWOL rate (soldiers missing from duty for less

than thirty days) throughout the 1970s largely mirrored the

desertion rate.  There was an initial 8 percent decline in

AWOL cases in fiscal year 1974, a success that was repeated

202 Philpott, “79 Figures Show,” 45; Brown, Historical Summary

1980, 119.
203 Cocke et al., Historical Summary 1978, 73.



the following year as there were only 92.3 incidents per

one thousand soldiers listed AWOL—down by more than thirty-

seven cases from the previous year.  Fiscal year 1976 was

one of great promise with an AWOL rate less than half of

that of fiscal year 1974. The downward trend held true for

the following three fiscal years.  By decade’s end the

incidents of soldiers being listed Absent Without Leave had

declined to just under twenty-five thousand.  Once, again,

however, the rug was pulled out from under the army in 1980

as the gains made in decreasing AWOL rates were all but

wiped out by an increase of 8 percent in fiscal year 1980.204

To be sure, in a free society the military reflects

the attitudes and behaviors of that society.  There is

nothing inherently altruistic about volunteering for

military service, nor is a person magically transformed

into a model citizen by virtue of donning army fatigues.

Just as in society, the army “has its share of antisocial

behavior, drug users, alcoholics” and the like—“training

can shape an individual into a functioning member of the

military but rarely purifies his soul.”205  However, because

the military is the guardian of freedom (at least as much

204 Cocke, Historical Summary 1974, 65; Cocke, Historical Summary
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as the United States are concerned), it is often viewed

with much more scrutiny that society at large.  National

security demands a great deal from its protectors.

In that vein, the behavioral problems that hounded the

post-Vietnam army throughout the 1970s and into the

following decade were quite troubling to the military

establishment.  The lowering of entry standards brought

about by the recruiting and retention shortfalls of the

early AVF and the slow response to the ASVAB misnorming

incident led to an influx of soldiers that the army would

have ordinarily rejected.  A large proportion of these

substandard soldiers that joined the army during the period

brought with them their behavior problems from their

civilian lives.  Others, finding army life unfulfilling or

isolating, turned to drugs or alcohol for solace.  Though

there were several improvements and positive trends in

these areas during certain periods, they ultimately proved

unsustainable and soon dissipated altogether.  The

prevalence of drug use, rampant alcoholism, an omnipresence

of criminal activity and court-martial offenses, and sudden

increases in desertion and soldiers Absent Without Leave

towards the end of the decade combined to create an army

that was morally hollow.



CONCLUSION

The years following its withdrawal from Vietnam were a

period of great tribulation for the army—so much so that

Meyer’s term, “Hollow Army” became ingrained in the popular



culture lexicon.  If the tragic failure at Desert One

served to arouse suspicions about the post-Vietnam army and

its capabilities, Meyer’s White Paper confirmed them.  The

United States Army was in such a state of disrepair that

Meyer felt it necessary to sound a clarion call just months

after his ascension to Chief of Staff—a virtually

unprecedented act.  

The primary obstacle that lay before the army was the

introduction of the All-Volunteer Force and the

catastrophic effects it had upon recruitment.  The army had

grown accustomed to the peacetime draft that had been in

place since 1948 but increasing popular discontent and the

accompanying political pressure to eliminate it eventually

led to the draft’s demise.  Without the benefit of

conscription, the army, for the first time in twenty-five

years, found itself completely at the mercy of the

volunteer impulses of society.  

Ultimately, these impulses proved insufficient to meet

authorized strength goals and the numbers of Regular Army

volunteers continued to dwindle at an alarming rate

throughout the 1970s.  In addition, the army’s auxiliary

forces, the Army Reserve and National Guard, suffered from

pronounced manpower shortages.  The withdrawal of combat

troops from Vietnam removed the impetus for those seeking



to avoid the draft (and exposure to combat) to join their

local Reserve or Guard unit.  These shortfalls left the

army without its traditional manpower safety net from which

it could draw should it go to war. 

The exodus of first-term soldiers served to compound

the army’s recruiting woes.  Members of the new All-

Volunteer Force soon became angered and discouraged by the

army’s failure to adequately provide for them. Housing was

scarce, barracks were crowded, and soldiers had little or

no privacy. Shortages of on-post housing meant that senior

NCOs and married soldiers had to overcome extortionate

rents, long commutes, and housing that was antiquated,

suffered from poor design, and in varying stages of

disrepair.  Poor pay, scanty allowances, and inadequate

medical and retirement benefits provided yet more reason

for soldiers to leave the army in droves—exacerbating the

immediate manpower shortfalls and creating a deficit of

experienced NCOs in the long run.

But the most devastating blow sustained by the post-

Vietnam army was, arguably, the pronounced decline in

soldier quality.  Without the draft, the army was forced to

relax entry standards, paving the way for those who would

not ordinarily qualify (either mentally or physically) to

enter military service—and remain there.  The influx of



substandard soldiers was only exacerbated by the ASVAB

miscalibration fiasco, which went unnoticed for some time

and which the army was slow to correct.

In turn, the decrease in quality standards bred

another unwanted martial attribute, an army that was

permeated by soldiers with behavioral problems—attested to

by the ultimate increases in courts-martial, crime,

desertion, and AWOLs.  The end result was an army that “was

more of a mob looking for anarchy than a fighting outfit.”206

Certainly, no small percentage of those soldiers exhibited

problem behavior before they entered the service.  However,

the vast majority of them would not have survived the

army’s screening process had it not been for the diminished

entry standards brought about by the post-draft manpower

squeeze.  

Widespread (and proliferating) drug use, especially

among the USAREUR troops on the front lines of the Cold

War, threatened to undermine the army’s readiness as well

as the allies’ confidence in the United States’ ability to

defend them against Warsaw Pact aggression.  Likewise,

pervasive alcoholism—an historical thorn in the army’s side

—caused an enormous loss in soldiers and man hours due to

206 Colonel David Hackworth,  “The Challenges We Face Now,” in
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disciplinary action, illness, accidents, and death.

This study is, by no means, the final word on the

Hollow Army.  A great deal of scholarship remains to be

done, not the least of which includes an examination into

the continued reduction of the military budget throughout

the 1970s and the problems arising from those cuts.  In

addition, the pervasive (or, at the least, perceived)

public hostility towards the military and its effects upon

morale and volunteerism is worthy of attention.  In order

to provide a greater understanding of the national security

implications of the army’s dark days, a debate couched in

terms of the Cold War, in which the Hollow Army is compared

to its Warsaw Pact counterparts, is required, as well.  

Perhaps an examination of the Hollow Army from a

social perspective is required for greater understanding.

As has been alluded to earlier in this study, the army

mirrored much of the social upheaval that gripped American

society at large during the 1970s.  Complex issues, such as

the metamorphosis of racial dynamics within the army and

the increasing integration and participation of female

soldiers during the post-Vietnam era, cry out for

illumination.  

In addition, it may be a worthwhile endeavor to

examine how the social programs enacted by the Federal



Government in the years immediately preceding the AVF

affected the army’s manpower system.  Programs such as

VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America), the Peace Corps,

and Welfare meant that the military was no longer the only

social safety net for disadvantaged, uneducated, or wayward

youth nor the only outlet for the more affluent members of

society to assuage their consciences through public

service.  

But it is also important to place the Hollow Army

within its proper historical perspective.  In order to gain

a greater understanding of the post-Vietnam army and its

place within American military history, it is obligatory

that future studies juxtapose it with the numerous

peacetime armies of the American past in order to

demonstrate that its failures and shortcomings were part of

a pattern, rather than an anomaly.  It is with this in mind

that this study was undertaken—not to condemn the Hollow

Army, but to better understand it.
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